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Boost your cart’s
performance
with a proven
Clutch
Calibration
Kit from GBoost!
Are you running large tires? High speed gears? Are you looking to increase your cart’s
torque and throttle response? Let your cart perform to its full potential with a Clutch
Calibration Kit from GBoost!
• Designed for carts that require more belt squeeze to eliminate
slippage, allowing better backshift and downhill engine braking!
• Our kits keep the clutching in the correct ratios to make sure
the cart always has power available for various applications
including hilly terrain, heavy workloads, and carts that are
struggling to accelerate.
• All kits come with our high-quality Severe Duty drive belts,
which have the latest technology in the industry!

Be sure to check out our newly updated website.

218.454.4584
GBoostTechnology.com
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From the
Editor

EDITORIAL
Where has the summer gone? Can you
believe that stores already have their
Halloween displays up, showrooms are
starting to bring in their winter vehicle
line-ups. We’re hearing from dealers
sounding off about running out of carts,

A CONVERSATION WITH
Jake Sornsin, Product Development
Manager at Classic Accessories

Red customized golf carts, and we have
a great feature article on injury carts that
are used by the NFL teams.
Stay safe, happy carting, and thank you
for reading our magazine!
As always, we accept product repair tips,
customization ideas, photos of your
carts, and news items. Please keep them
coming to info@golfcaroptions.com.

and a slew of new products have been
introduced. Tell us what you’re seeing...
comments and suggestions always
accepted!
In this issue we take a look at some of hot
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UNMATCHED QUALITY
FROM THE INSIDE OUT

You can customize a lot about your golf car, but you can’t customize
your battery. That’s for us to do, and you can trust that we did it right.

InSight Series™ batteries were built from the ground up by a team of engineers with over 100 years combined experience in
the battery industry. The result is a high quality lithium battery with an intelligent, intentional design. The best components
coupled with thoughtful construction provides you with a lithium golf cart battery that’s truly superior in the market today.
INDUSTRY CERTIFICATIONS
UL2580 (Cell)

IEC 62133-2:2017

UL2271 (Battery Pack)

UN38.3 (Battery Pack)

WE STAND BEHIND OUR PRODUCT

7 YEAR WARRANTY

CE (Battery Pack)

relionbattery.com/play • +1 (803) 547-7288

RS

ear
eat Kits

With so many available upgrades for your golf cart, it is easy to get confused
especially when it comes to the vast selection of golf cart seats available in
the present market. So, we have put together a guide to several of the topof-the-line options.

RHOX
https://www.rhox.us
The RHOX Rhino Aluminum 900 Series Rear Seat
/ Utility Box combo kits lead the pack when it
comes to quality and functionality! The Rhino
rear seat package converts from a rear seat to
a sturdy poly utility box in seconds. Fits many
makes and models of carts and features Black
vacuum-formed cushions with OEM color and
welt pattern. Heavy-duty aluminum frame with
rugged powder coating for years of use. Includes
rear roof struts. Includes Front Seat Back Cover
for a clean finish.

FEATURES (900 Series):

· Aluminum frame with black rugged powder coat.
·	Easily flips from rear-facing seat to rugged
poly utility box.
· Box Dimensions: 29-1/4”L x 39”W x 6-3/4”D.
·	Kits include rear seat and rear seat mounting
kit.
·	Thermoplastic footplate with step plate support bracket (included) provides reinforced
footing and added durability.
·	Replacement struts included for use with
Precedent OEM Top. RHOX 88” Top requires
TOP-0108 rear struts.
SEPTEMBER
AUGUST 2020
2020
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GTW
https://www.nivelparts.com
GTW Mach2 Rear flip seats feature more seating room and a higher contoured backrest. Constructed
of lightweight aluminum so you will never have to worry about it rusting out on you.
FEATURES:
•	Aluminum high-gloss black powder coat finish with
UV additive to resist fading and rust
•	Contoured Buff Cushions with “NO ROT” polyethylene base
•	Rear-Facing bench seat flips out to convert to a
flatbed utility vehicle
•	High-strength molded polyethylene cargo bed
with a diamond plate finish
•	Includes reinforced footrest with silver diamond
plate surface and comes with easy to follow installation instructions

MODZ
https://www.golfcartking.com
The MODZ® Flip4 uses a simple bolt-on
design and includes all necessary mounting hardware for quick and easy installation. Easily flip down
the rear seats using the
convenient cargo bed
grab handle to convert
your golf cart into a
light utility vehicle. The
Flip4 features a durable
high-density polyethylene
textured cargo bed and
360-degree bed rail ensuring your cargo is always
safe and secure. Improve
comfort and style with
contoured cushions and a
thermo-molded backseat
rest. Built-in integrated seat
belt tabs allow you to easily add seat belts
without having to buy an additional seat
belt bracket.

8
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FEATURES:
•	Protective high gloss powder coat finish
• Double stitched seams
• The footrest is reinforced with an underlying center
support bar, making it
incredibly stable and
wobble-free.
• A
 vailable for all
major makes
and models with
matching OEM color cushions.

GUSTO by Golf Cart Stuff
https://www.golfcartstuff.com/
MADE IN THE USA! These rear flip seat kits are
designed for safety and function and are constructed from the best materials. The frame is
made entirely of powder-coated steel or aluminum, depending on which seat you select. They
are lightweight, strong, and will not rust. The rear
seat of this kit can seat two adults or it hinges
down to create a flatbed for hauling cargo. Included is an all-steel or aluminum single stamped
plate footrest. All hardware & instructions are
included and the kit mounts into existing holes in
the frame, no drilling required.

•Easy flip seat that can be used as a cargo bed
when folded out.
• Available in Tan, Black, or White
• Hardware and instructions included.
•	Options, safety grab bar, trailer hitch, diamond plate upgrade
Note: Aluminum Seat Kit is over 40% lighter than
the Steel Seat Kit. Aluminum Kit will weigh less
than 70 lbs total. The Aluminum material is not
only lighter, but is ideal for areas near the ocean.

FEATURES:
•	Extra long bed (folded down) made of Steel or
Aluminum
•	Durable steel or aluminum construction, required mounting hardware, and steel mounting brackets
•	Cushions use high-density plastic backer
board instead of plywood to ensure long life.

Double Take
http://www.custom-inc.com/
Made In the USA. The versatile Max 5 rear seat kit is truly
the luxury rear seat kit on the market. Constructed of
rustproof, lightweight aluminum and industrial grade
polymers the frame offers exceptional strength and
easy assembly. Corrosion-resistant. The exclusive 5-in-1
design flips to form a 41”L x 34”W cargo deck for easy
transporting. The injection-molded cargo deck will not
warp, weather, or split like more traditional rear seat
kits. The hinges are also aluminum.
FEATURES:
• Includes set of 2 cup holders
•	Adjustable height seat back allows for multiple
height positions for maximized comfort.
• Folding footrest with quick-release pin
• Front safety bar restraint system keeps passengers safe and secure

SEPTEMBER 2020
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Steeleng Golf Cart
https://www.steelenggolfcart.com
Steeleng rear flip seat kit with grab bar. All material quality is checked before manufacturing.
(Steel square tube, aluminum diamond plate).
Features an aluminum diamond plated cargo bed
with an industrial-grade polished finish. Cargo
bed Carry load weight rating 400 lbs. Cushions
are upholstered with marine-grade vinyl for
long-lasting: comfort, style, durability, and UV
protection. The color matches the original factory
color. Bolt-on design for No Drilling, cutting, or
other modifications.

• Use cart’s existing rear roof supports.
•	Cargo bed size: 29-15/16”L x 38-1/8”W x
1-3/8”(side lip height)
•	Frame finishing: Industrial grade black
powder coating (Glossy)

FEATURES:
• Weight: 90 Lbs
• Seat width: 40-1/4″
•	Cushion size: Backrest cushion 35”L x
9-7/16”W x 2-3/4’H,
•	Bottom cushion 37-3/8”L x 14-3/16”W x
3-1/2”H

American LIft Kits / All Sports Mfg.
https://www.americanliftkits.com

American Lift Kits / All Sports manufacturing rear
flip seat kits are 100% American Made! All seat

kit cushions colors are 100% OEM match unlike our competitors, form-fitted (No stitching) and come with a black plastic backing
just like your existing cushions!
Victory and edge cushion designs include
matching front seat covers. These are the
best rear seat kits available on the market!
Durable texture black powder coat
marine-grade HDPE plastic deck. And
rust-resistant stainless steel mounting
hardware included.
FEATURES INCLUDE:

•	Heavy Duty Steel or Aluminum Construction
•	Composite Plastic Board Bed w/ Diamond

10
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Plate Pattern
•	Flips Down for Use as Utility Bed
•	Matching OEM Color and Welt Pattern
•	Composite Plastic Board on Seat Cushions
•	Durable Powder Coat Paint
•	Foot Plate Support Bracket
Call for dealer pricing 888-283-1032.

We Put The Power
In U.S. Battery
“I was a stay at home mom before
coming to work at U.S. Battery. The
family-oriented environment here
has made me feel right at home.”

T

ara is a Customer Service/Export Specialist, at our Evans,
GA plant, she helps ensure that
Domestic and International customers receive their order accurately and on time.

Tara Springer- U.S. Battery
Employee Since July 2006

Handcrafted in the USA

WWW.USBATTERY.COM

DEALER SPOTLIGHT
Dixielectricar | Santa Rosa Beach, Florida

W

hen Roy
Gorman purchased Dixielectricar in
the early ’90s,
he never imagined it would
grow into what it is today.
Established in 1979, Dixielectricar has been providing the
Emerald Coast with E-Z-GO
Golf Carts for 40 years.
Although there’s a new generation of Gormans running the
business these days, brothers
Colin and Blair continue to provide high-quality carts and the
excellent shopping experience
Dixielectricar is known for.
Their priority is to continue
growing and enhancing the
experience of purchasing and
owning a luxury lifestyle vehicle.
A few years ago, the company
relocated to Santa Rosa Beach,

Florida to open a new, larger
showroom and service center.

product was first introduced 70
years ago.”

Within this location, Dixielectricar is able to offer customers
the finest selection of gas and
electric golf carts, accessories,
access to a fully equipped service department and, a place for
seasonal guests to store carts.

Dixielectricar offers both gas
and electric carts.

In the market for a new golf
cart? Dixielectricar’s showroom
is packed with the latest 2020
models, including a few carts
equipped with upgrades you
didn’t know you needed.

This year, two new colors were
also introduced into the lineup — a limited edition Seafoam
and the very popular Ocean
Gray, both perfect for the beach
lifestyle their clients are looking
to live.

“We are excited about the products E-Z-GO has been putting
out in the last few years,” said
Colin Gorman.
“They have made more technological advances with their
carts in the last three to four
years than they have since the

The 2020 models now feature
lithium batteries that come with
an unprecedented eight-year
warranty.

ABOUT

DIXIELECTRICAR
3525 US 98
Santa Rosa Beach, FL
850-269-0011
www.dixielectricar.com
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PRODUCTSHOWCASE
Golf cart products you need... want... gotta have... or dream about

TADHOLE SINGLE-RIDER GOLF CART
Tadhole was established in 2020
with the vision to revolutionize the experience of playing a
round of golf.
TADHOLE is a lightweight single-seater recreational vehicle
based on e-bike technology with
the initial aim to serve as a cost
effective alternative to existing golf
carts and other recreational vehicles. Weighing only 50 kg it is easy
to operate and transport and uses
significantly less electricity than
existing golf carts. However, the
design also offers other options in
personal mobility to be exploited in
future. The patented design (local
and international) offers a cart with
superior comfort and stability over
existing carts and we believe it is
bound to change the face of the
fast increasing single seater cart industry.
The team is currently building 10 pre-production units to finalize the design, supply
chain and manufacturing issues. These
carts will soon be available on selected golf
courses around Gauteng for testing.
To keep up on our preproduction and testing phases, please follow us on Facebook
or Instagram.

14
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TADHOLE
www.tadhole.com
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NEW WAYS
TO STAND
Out In A
Crowd

Liquid
Lenny’s
Your Cart

Is Just The Start
At Liquid Lenny’s YOUR
CART is Just The Start
The Highest QUALITY CUSTOM Painted
Golf Cart Bodies in the
COUNTRY!!
Liquid Lenny’s Customs
was started in 2008, by
Mark Anderson in Clearwater, Florida. His love
for the art of custom
painting and airbrushing pulled him back
from his corporate job
and Liquid Lenny’s Customs was born. Years
before he had painted
the conversion vans for
DMC vans.
“We’ve come a long
way from painting in a
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Over 4000

Custom Bodies
garage to a 3500 square
foot shop and currently
searching for a larger location as we are
rapidly outgrowing this
one!” says Mark.
Since opening, we have
painted over 4,000 custom golf cart bodies, as
well as hundreds of cars
and motorcycles. We’ve
even painted shower
towers and turtles and
other commercial items
for the City of Clearwater.
As far as our designs,
we custom paint and
customize each golf cart
as much or as little as

WWW.GOLFCAROPTIONS.COM

We Sell Parts & Accessories

Including Suite Seats & DoubleTake

our customers would like. Making it a truly
personalized work of art. For those not in the
Clearwater, Florida area, we have the capabilities to ship our custom painted golf cart bodies all over the country to both dealers and
individuals looking for that unique custom
touch to set their cart apart from the neighbors! We sell quality custom painted golf cart
bodies and accessories. At Liquid Lenny’s we
are also an E-Z-GO, Club Car, and Yamaha
parts distributor as well as a Madjax dealer.
And, we also sell Suite Seats and Doubletake
products.
Some of our more famous work includes;
custom golf carts for the New York Yankees

High Quality
Paint Shop

Quality
Established
2008

which they auctioned
off, a custom lifted golf
cart for Mike Alstott,
former Tampa Bay
Buccaneer, and Darren
McCarty, former Detroit
Red Wings NHL player.
The Company has also
been featured on Two
Guys Garage and Truck
U. In addition, our com-

Not Quantity
pany sponsors local charities as
well as our children’s school and
swim team.
Our belief in standing behind our
work and treating others as you
want to be treated is what truly
sets us apart from the competition. Our focus is on QUALITY,
not quantity! We guarantee you
will be treated with superior
customer service here at Liquid
Lenny’s Customs!

Rest assured when you hire us, I
refuse to do shabby prep work or
paint with inferior products. I own
a high-quality paint shop with a
Devilbiss booth, Chromobase paint
mixing system, thousands of design tools, etc. I have earned many
awards, and I receive an abundance
of referrals from extremely satisfied
customers. Please visit our website,
and look through the photos. We
look forward to helping you make
your cart STAND out in a CROWD.

Contact Us:
Liquid Lenny’s Customs
600 N. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave
Suite A, Clearwater, FL 33755
(727) 431-2461
Email: liquidlennys@yahoo.com
Website: www.liquidlennys.com
SEPTEMBER 2020
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NEW Innovative
way to stay COOL
Mister-Comfort has
been providing cooling
relief since 2006.
• This summer stay up to
25° cooler with our new
CARTCOOL Misting System.
• Now you can play a round of
golf in the heat of the day.
• You control the air flow and
the amount of cool mist so
you always feel refresh
• Installs in 30 minutes, feel
cool all summer long
• Mist won’t get you wet
• Made in the USA

Beat
The
Heat

UP TO

º
25
COOLER

Mention
this ad
and get

10% OFF

1.888.647.8370
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mister-comfort.com

M
STER-COMFORT
Refreshing Outdoor Misting Systems
Become a Dealer! Call us for details.

909-938-7721
sales@advancedevusa.com

golf cars
utility cars
mini cars
buses
classic cars
parts & accessories
Manufactured in
Rosenberg, Texas
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RELiON BATTERY
JOINS 1% FOR THE PLANET - GIVES BACK TO THE ENVIRONMENT

sales directly to any of the approved nonprofit environmental organizations in the network. Nonprofits are approved
based on referrals, track record
and environmental focus.
Thousands of nonprofits worldwide are currently approved.

Leading global lithium battery provider, RELiON Battery, vows to donate 1% of annual sales to environmental causes
Rock Hill, SC (July 30, 2020) – Today, RELiON Battery announced
that they have become a member of the international non-profit
organization, 1% for the Planet, pledging to donate 1% of annual
sales to fund eco-friendly, earth-conscious causes and organizations around the globe.
“We are thrilled to be a member and support a forward-thinking
organization like 1% for the Planet. This partnership is a natural
fit for our core values. We, along with our customers, live and
breathe adventure and relish the opportunities that our planet
provides. Our tagline, Challenge Your Limits, reflects our philosophy to push yourself to greatness. So, it’s only logical to give back
and support organizations making a real difference,” said RELiON
CEO Paul Hecimovich.
Members of 1% for the Planet contribute one percent of annual

20
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“Currently, only 3% of total
philanthropy goes to the environment and, only 5% of that
comes from businesses. The
planet needs bigger support
than this, and our growing
network of member businesses is doing its valuable part to
increase giving and support on
the ground outcomes. We’re
excited to welcome RELiON
Battery to our global movement of over 2,700 businesses,” said Kate Williams, CEO of
1% for the Planet.
RELiON’s membership with
1% for the Planet is only the
start of a long-term mission
for positive environmental
impact. RELiON calls this quest
Limitless Blue – blue battery,
blue sky, blue ocean – because
action has no limits.
“Limitless Blue is about reducing our impact on the planet
and using our business for a
force of good moving forward.
We face a long list of environmental challenges around the
world. It is in all of our interests

|
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to work towards creating a
healthier planet and we believe business has a responsibility to give back,” explained
Hecimovich.
RELiON’s lithium iron phosphate batteries offer several
advantages over other
technologies in terms of resource consumption and safety, and have great potential to
help reduce carbon emissions
when used in wind and solar
power systems. Most
importantly, LiFePO4 batteries are inherently stable and
non-combustible, and free
from dangerous and messy
outgassing, fumes and leaks.
“RELiON customers enjoy
being in nature, living off-thegrid, fishing, sailing and much
more. We feel that given the
environmental friendliness of
lithium batteries, it is our duty
to do better as a business,
making our batteries as sustainable as possible for our
customers whom enjoy being
outdoors,” added Hecimovich.
To learn more about RELiON
Battery, visit relionbattery.com
and connect on Facebook,
Instagram and LinkedIn.

About 1% for the Planet:
1% for the Planet is a global organization that connects dollars and
doers to accelerate smart environmental giving. Through our business and individual memberships, 1% for the Planet inspires people
to support environmental organizations through annual membership and everyday actions. We advise on giving strategies, we certify
donations and we amplify the impact of the network. Started in
2002 by Yvon Chouinard, founder of Patagonia, and Craig Mathews,
founder of Blue Ribbon Flies, our members have given more than
$225 million to environmental nonprofits to date. Today, 1% for
the Planet is a network of more than 2,700 business members, an
expanding core of individual members and thousands of nonprofit
partners in more than 60 countries. Look for our logo and visit
www.onepercentfortheplanet.org to learn more.

ABOUT

RELiON BATTERY
RELiON is a global innovator of battery storage ideas. Found ed in
2014, the company is on a mission to bring LiFePO4 battery solutions to the global market. RELiON products
power a range of applications including, Recreational
Vehicles, Marine, Electric Vehicles, Solar Powered Solutions and
more. The company offers a full range of services and high-quality
products that continue to pave the way forward to a greener and
more efficient future for energy storage.

For more information on RELiON, visit
www.relionbattery.com.
SEPTEMBER 2020
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So, What Is
IntelliBrake
Technology?
For more than eight years, E-Z-GO’s RXV®
golf car has delivered unrivaled performance for golf facilities around the globe.
The only vehicle equipped with a revolutionary combination of AC power and
IntelliBrake™ technology, the RXV has
raised the bar on superior performance
and energy efficiency. By using an innovative AC motor and IntelliBrake System,
this golf cart is more efficient, easier to
use and provides better value than other
vehicles
What Does AC Technology Mean?
The next generation RXV utilizes the same
pioneering AC technology introduced with
the RXV’s launch in 2008 that has been
proven to generate increased energy efficiency, longer run time between charges
and, more hill-climbing power. AC, or
alternating current, delivers power more
efficiently and faster than direct current,
or DC, because of the way it is transmitted. This makes AC vehicles efficient and
powerful, all while using less energy
What is the E-Z-GO IntelliBrake System?
E-Z-GO’s patented IntelliBrake System
encompasses two revolutionary technologies - a motor brake that slows the golf

22
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CART

cart when traveling up or down steep grades, and an
automatically applied parking brake. The motor brake
automatically engages when you are driving to slow the
vehicle on hills and the parking brake automatically activates whenever the vehicle is stopped, so your golfers no
longer have to set and release a brake. Unlike mechanical brakes which waste energy by creating friction and
heat, the IntelllibrakeBrake provides full-time regenerative braking. During this process, the motor captures the
energy typically used to brake and uses it to recharge the
batteries.
E-Z-GO’s Unique Combination: Benefits of the AC & IntelliBrake System
Reliability: E-Z-GO’s RXV offers increased reliability over
other golf carts in the industry because of its revolutionary AC and IntelliBrake technology. With 15% greater
efficiency compared to DC-powered vehicles, the RXV
generates more power while using less energy, giving
you a longer battery life and a 21% energy return back
to the batteries from regenerative braking. Its superior
hill-climbing ability and constant power allow the RXV to
cover more ground quickly and efficiently. And with fewer wearable parts and a sealed brake, the RXV is reliable
in any environment.
Experience: The RXV’s advanced technology and rugged
reliability offer premium performance and give your
golfers a superior on-course experience. Equipped with

robust AC power, this golf cart maintains 97% of
its speed when climbing hills, offers consistent
all-day speed and, best-in-class acceleration,
giving your golfers a better pace of play. A parking brake that automatically engages whenever
the vehicle is stopped is simple and convenient
to use for golfers- and protects against damage.
With the highest level of efficiency, durability,
reliability and performance, the RXV makes your
operation more efficient and gives your guests an
experience second to none.
Value: The unique combination of the RXV’s
zero-emissions AC drivetrain and IntelliBrake
System reduces operational costs and generates industry-leading efficiency. Delivering more
power while using less energy, the RXV gives you
increased battery life and up to 180 more rounds
under warranty, stretching your investment
further. Fewer wearable parts in the AC motor,
such as brushes and bearings, and an IntelliBrake
System that does not require brake pads, adjustment or parts replaced regularly help reduce
maintenance time. E-Z-GO supports its AC and IntelliBrake technologies with the industry’s largest
network of factory-direct technical experts.

Since 1960, E-Z-GO has been part of Textron Inc.
(NYSE: TXT), a global multi-industry company headquartered in Providence, RI. A Fortune 500 company
with more than 35,000 employees worldwide and
operations in 25 countries, Textron is known for its
powerful brands, including E-Z-GO, Cessna, Beechcraft, Hawker, Bell Helicopter, Jacobsen and Kautex,
among others.
Today, E-Z-GO vehicles are designed and manufactured by Textron Specialized Vehicles, a division of
Textron Inc. that also manufactures commercial
and industrial utility vehicles, recreational side-byside UTVs, and ground support equipment for the
aviation industry. E-Z-GO stands alongside its sister
Textron Specialized Vehicles brands — Arctic Cat®,
Jacobsen®, Cushman® and Textron GSE — as leaders in the respective industries they serve.
But more than 60 years after the first E-Z-GO vehicle
was built in that sweltering one-room shop, there
is still that single belief — that we exist to build
vehicles and services that exceed the expectations
of the customer, better than any other offering on
the market. It is the drive to sustain and improve
that position — to offer an unparalleled combination of world-class products, advanced technology,
manufacturing expertise, and extraordinary service
— that leads E-Z-GO to cover new ground.

SEPTEMBER 2020
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CARTS & PARTS

GOLF CART SALES FIRM RECENTLY CHANGED OWNERSHIP AND LAUNCHED A BRAND NEW SITE

tory of new and pre-owned carts,
parts and supplies, and space to
work on the equipment. The company is the largest of its kind in the
entire area. The firm is the authorized dealer for new E-Z-GO golf
carts for sale for commercial and
personal use.
Additional information is available
at https://carts-and-parts.com/

Carts & Parts LLC is pleased to announce that the well-known golf
cart sales firm is now under new ownership. To better tell the
story of the original owners, Gene and Shirley Thomason a new
website has been launched, The Wendel family, comprised of parents Jeff and Jodi, and family members Cole and Codi, purchased
the business and are working together to continue the values
promoted by the original owners during their years in operation
throughout the East Central Indiana area.
The beginnings of the business can be traced back to Gene’s
personal golf cart and his desire to customize it. He found that
obtaining the parts and supplies to change it into his aesthetically appealing yet functional model was difficult. Interest in the
unique appearance and well-thought-out extras proliferated by
any golfing enthusiast who wanted a personalized golfing, and
soon acquaintances, and then general customers were asking for
the distinctive designs created in Gene’s working space.
Over the next several years, the physical space requirements of
Carts & Parts grew as well. The current building was acquired in
2009 and had the necessary space to accommodate a large inven-
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ABOUT

CARTS & PARTS
Carts & Parts, LLC is the name
you can trust for all your golf
cart needs. We are committed
to being the top choice for
those seeking high-quality, reasonably priced golf carts. We
are East Central Indiana and
Ohio’s neighboring communities premier golf cart business.
1035 N Columbia St
Union City, IN 47390
(937) 459-8891
www.carts-and-parts.com

PHOTO: www.carts-and-parts.com

The Wendel family has recently purchased the Carts
& Parts business from retiring owners Gene and Shirley
Thomason. The business philosophy and parameters are
presented in a newly designed website.

Carts & Parts is located in Union
City and serves the entire area with
the same kind of small-town friendliness and community spirit, which
has marked the company philosophy from the earliest days. Gene
is heading into retirement but will
be helping out in the business for a
few months yet, to make the transition as smooth as possible.

ORANGE.
THE COLOR OF THE SUN.

Body kits that fits on
Club Car Precedents
2004 to 2017

OFFERED IN A
VARIATION OF
6 COLORS

In August :
Special Price
on Orange
Color.

FREE SHIPPING

ORDER NOW!
champroyparts.com

Worldwide
shipping
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GOLF INDUSTRY SHOW
GOLF INDUSTRY SHOW SHIFTS TO VIRTUAL FORMAT FOR 2021
education lineup in keeping
with past GIS events.

Leading industry event offers education, trade show
and networking opportunities
Lawrence, Kan. (Aug. 12, 2020) – The Golf Course Superintendents
Association of America (GCSAA) has announced that the 2021 Golf
Industry Show will transition to a virtual format from the previously planned in-person event in Las Vegas in February.
GCSAA and presenting partners, the Golf Course Builders Association of America (GCBAA) and the American Society of Golf Course
Architects (ASGCA), will offer a virtual experience that will continue
the GIS’s long tradition of connecting attendees, exhibitors and
industry experts through a progressive week of unparalleled education opportunities and access to golf facility solutions for golf industry professionals. In addition to the education, trade show and special events that will take place on the virtual platform the first week
of February, attendees will also have the option to view or review all
the content for an extended period after the show concludes.
The theme of the 2021 GIS — “Your space. Your pace. All in one
place.” — not only reflects the ability of participants to attend the
show from the safety of their homes or offices and consume the
content on their own schedules, but also speaks to the convergence of industry experts that will be a part of the high-caliber
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“As we monitored the national
landscape and sought input
from our members and exhibitors, it was clear that a
virtual event would offer the
safest and best way to provide
a quality GIS experience,” said
GCSAA President John R. Fulling
Jr., CGCS. “We are confident
our attendees will embrace
this interactive, cutting-edge
virtual platform. In addition,
we believe the virtual event will
offer opportunities for those
who may have not been able to
attend in-person shows due to
travel costs or time away from
work. It is a unique situation
where we have the ability to
connect more industry professionals from all corners of the
world than ever before.”
The 2021 GIS will be presented
on a dynamic virtual platform.
The lineup will include concurrent education sessions, networking, special events and a
virtual trade show.
A preview of the virtual platform
and more information about
the show is https://player.vi-

meo.com/video/447145809
Registration for the 2021 Golf
Industry Show will open Oct.
13.

EVOLUTION SEAT KIT
P AT E N T P E N D I N G

AVAI
MID-OC LABLE
TOBER
2020

Superior Durability &
Custom Features:
• Aluminum Re-enforced
Co-polymer Plastic
Components
• E-Coated Aluminum or Steel
Frame (Aluminum available
for premium price)
• Enclosed Storage
Compartment (A)
• 6 Built-In Cup Holders (B)
• Multiple USB Compartments (C)
• Folding Footrest (D)
• Seat Belt Brackets (E)
• 4 Tie-Down Attachment Points (F)

New

B

E
E

B

B
A
B

F

Available Accessories
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Removable Storage Bin
USB Port
Trailer Hitch
Mounting Steps
Golf Bag Holder
Fishing Pole Holder
Phone/Tablet Holder
Specialty Seats
Seat Belts
Bolt-on Hanging
Storage Rack

Made in America

D

C

A

www.EAGLEPRODUCTS.us

1.888.972.9911
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Angry Goat Custom Carts
angrygoatcustomcarts.
com

Re
HO

Central Florida: After repeated
requests to build custom carts
for friends I turned my passion
into a business of offering custom built golf carts to suit all
styles and budgets. We have
basic carts ready to hit the golf
course, mild carts for cruising, to
full-blown custom lifted, painted,
lighted golf carts

Apex Golf Carts
apexgolfcarts.com
Laguna Hills, CA: Specializing in
electric and gas golf cart parts
and accessories. We supply golf
cart parts and accessories for
your Neighborhood Electric Vehicles the Chrysler GEM(Polaris
GEM), Ford Think Neighbor, ACG
as well as may other NEV’, LSV’s,
ATV’s, electric tractors and electric Boats.

Wynwood Buggies
wynwoodbuggies.net
Miami, FL: Wynwood Buggies
offers tours around the Wynwood
Art District on our fun and comfortable electric buggies, traveling
from art piece to art piece on a
VIP experience featuring several
local and international artists. Enjoy the largest collection of colorful walls while discovering the art
of graffiti and murals.
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Caddyshack
caddyshack1.com

La Quinta, CA: Caddyshack Golf
Cars™ was founded with the vision of providing consumers with
proprietary, high-quality American-made golf cars and NEVs featuring the most iconic brands. We
are proud to have been selected
as the officially licensed golf car
manufacturer for the Ford Motor
Company.

Southern Sportz
southernsportz.com
Atlanta, TX: Southern Sportz is
your custom golf cart headquarters. Offering new Club Car and
remanufactured golf cart sales,
Unlimited custom design, parts,
accessories & service. Southern
Sportz can custom build a golf
cart to meet your specific needs.
We ship all over the United
States.

Urban Buggy
urbanbuggyusa.com
Roanoke, TX: We are more than
just a golf cart company selling
golf carts. Our products are one
of a kind and can come as a 2,
6, or 8 passenger vehicle. From
“mild” where simple works to
“wild” where your golf cart is
tricked out with all the latest golf
cart accessories, we have a solution that is right for you.
SEPTEMBER 2020
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Like many families, we canceled our summer
vacation plans as a COVID safety precaution.
As the summer began to wind down to a
close, we desperately needed a getaway. We
considered a few different options before we
settled on taking a camping trip. We rented
an RV from a local RV dealer and made a
reservation at Stone Mountain Campground
in Georgia, right outside of Atlanta. It was
amazing for many reasons.

Camping: The Ideal
Social Distancing
Getaway
By Julie Starr, Owner
WHEELZ Custom Carts & Accessories

open car train ride. The fresh air was good for the
soul and in line with safe social distancing.

Reasons We Love Camping
My family didn’t camp when I was a child
but that didn’t stop me and my brother from
pitching a tent in the yard and stargazing. We
jumped at any chance to make and eat s’mores over a makeshift campfire. It only makes
sense that as an adult, I love camping with
my family.
Camping=Social Distancing
Under normal circumstances, we love camping, but in light of the pandemic, we love it
even more. Campsites have an unspoken
code that everyone should mind their own
business. Sometimes you become friendly
with the people at the campsite next to you,
but most often, communication is a simple
smile and wave. We were thrilled to be able
to vacation for a week with no masks and no
fear of contracting COVID. Our adventures
included hiking Stone Mountain, fishing,
campfires, long walks on nature trails, and an
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Premium Location for a Small Price
This was a photo I took from our campsite. For $65/
night, we had a million dollar view. This is only possible when you are camping. Stone Mountain Campground is located only 30 minutes outside of Atlanta,
but tucked in a State Park that is heavenly. Waking
up to this view for a week was one of my favorite
things about this getaway.
Golf Cars are Welcome
We love vacations where our golf car is our primary
means of transportation. It is fun and freeing and
the kids love it. While campgrounds have a few golf
car rules, every campground we have visited is golf
car friendly. Having our golf car with us adds another layer of fun.

Reconnect with Nature
Let’s be honest- 2020 has been a rollercoaster
of a year. And it’s not even over yet. There was
something rejuvenating about the melodic sound
of birds and tree frogs and rustling leaves. Reconnecting with nature was the best part of this
camping trip. Truly taking time to sit on a mossy
rock and look at the rippling water is calming and
centering.
Reconnect with Each Other

My family is fortunate to have experienced many
vacations over the years, but this one was our favorite. It was the quiet during the storm that we
all needed. Whether we were cruising around on
our golf car or hiking a nature trail, we suddenly
appreciated the value of social distancing.

The Owner of WHEELZ Custom Carts & Accessories, Julie Starr was one of the industry’s
first on-line retailers of golf car products. Her
eCommerce store, www.WHEELZLLC.com, has
been serving golf car owners since 2008 and
the store remains a popular on-line shopping
experience for golf car owners who want to
take their golf cars to the next level.

2021 GOLF CART CALENDAR

Cool Dry Covers fitted on Yamaha Drive

Cool Dry Covers fitted on Club Car Precedent

2021 CALENDAR

When there are no distractions and we are
forced to be together as a family, it’s reassuring
to learn that we all still like each other. No TV, no
tablets, and very limited phone use allowed us to
focus on what (and who) is most important. That
is invaluable.

Cool Dry Covers

TM

Seat Covers to keep you Cool and Dry.
Cool Dry Covers unique 3-dimensional mesh
keeps you Cool in the Heat and Dry in the Damp.

Models to fit all major cart brands.
Delivered to your door. Installed in minutes.
Shop the range at www.us.CoolDryCovers.com
Developed and manufactured in Australia to
withstand the harshest conditions.

Now offering FREE SHIPPING

DO YOU THINK YOUR CART
HAS WHAT IT TAKES TO
BE IN OUR CALENDAR?
SEND IT TO US AT INFO@GOLFCAROPTIONS.COM
LANDSCAPE FORMAT ONLY ACCEPTED

www.golfcaroptions.com
SEPTEMBER 2020
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Your one stop shop
for custom golf carts
and golf cart parts
www.golfcartsmodified.com
golfcartsmodified@gmail.com

Our website is your
one stop shop for
custom golf carts
parts. Even if it is not
on this page, we can
still get it. Just reach
out to us. We can get
all golf cart parts.

We have the largest
golf cart related
following of highly
skilled users that can
help with any questions
that you may have
about golf cart parts
and modifications.

WEBSITE

FACEBOOK

Follow the 2019 golf
cart build-off on our
Facebook page. 35
of the best golf cart
builders in the U.S.
and Canada building
the baddest custom
carts in existence.

BUILD OFF

T•H•R•O•W•B•A•C•K
A Celebration Of Old School
Carts & Memorabilia

Join us each month as we look back and
celebrate where it all started.
If you have a photo you would like to
submit, tag us on Instagram #golfcaroptions
Or email it to info@golfcaroptions.com
SEPTEMBER 2020
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The New

BODY SET from DOUBLETAKE

DON’T JUST RESTORE IT.

RESURRECT IT.

RAISE your
PRECEDENT® from
the ASHES
of MEDIOCRITY.
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Designed to blur the line between modern
automotive styling and traditional golf car customization,
™
DoubleTake’s new Phoenix Body Set, for the Club Car® Precedent®, has risen and is quickly
ascending to the top of the customization industry. With its sweeping, aerodynamic lines, and
aggressive, sporty demeanor, the Phoenix™ soars above the competition. Not only does this
innovative body kit feature unmatched styling, it also boasts some new, high-quality features.
The Phoenix ™ body is made of high-impact ABS plastic with a high-gloss acrylic cap.

DoubleTake® bodies are never painted, so the
color will never chip or flake. Instead, each body is
formed from plastic with solid-coloring throughout.
The Phoenix™ is part of the DoubleTake® ColorMatch System™, which features 20 color options,
each harmoniously integrated throughout the
DoubleTake ® product line. Four powerful LED
lamps, with full-edge running lights, provide
generous visibility, while precision sculpted
lenses and an integrated front grille complete the
automotive-inspired styling. Add an optional Max
Lightbar to the mix to enhanced the look and to

easily blaze through even the darkest of nights.
Precision-molded from high-strength plastic, for
incomparable detail and durability, the prominent
grille is available in two designs, Diamond or
Slotted. Each design (and separate outside frame)
is available in a black or chrome finish, providing
eight combinations for fine-tuning the look of the
already gorgeous, DoubleTake® Phoenix™.
For an advanced body kit that soars above
the rest in quality, style, and features, unleash the
Phoenix™ and take your Club Car® Precedent® to
the next level.

COMPLETE COLO R-MATC H ED KI T S FR OM DOU BL ETAKE

PHOENIX

2 0 C OL OR OP T IONS wi th 8 GR IL L E C OMBOS

RUBY

RED

ORANGE

YELLOW

LIME

GREEN

TEAL

SKY

BLUE

NAVY

PINK

BRONZE

BLACK

PEARL

WHITE

CAMO

PURPLE

GRAPHITE

BURGUNDY

SILVER

Contact your local Dealer for Ordering Information / DoubleTakeGolfCar.com
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Simple to store
and ideal for travel,
our golf cart enclosures and blankets let
you enjoy your game.
Play through the elements with Classic
Accessories.
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A conversation
with Jake Sornsin

Product Development Manager,
Classic Accessories
We would like to thank Jake for sharing this
insider look at Classic Accessories.
Can you please give our readers a brief
history on Classic Accessories?

us exactly what golfers need while out
on the links.

Like any good story, our company
began with an idea and a little bit of
bravery. In 1983, our founder Jacob
Engelstein went into business for himself and found success creating auto
covers in his small Seattle basement.
As the company grew, we became
inspired to dive into the world of golf.
We wanted to take what we learned
in the cover industry and apply it to
golf cart enclosures and seat blankets.
Thirty-five years later, Classic Accessories has become a leading company that allows our customers to play
through the elements and get the
most out of their game.

Through hard-earned experience,
we’ve learned what makes an ideal
golf cart enclosure: full protection
against the rain and wind, zippered
doors and panels that adjust quickly to
any weather condition, and thoughtful
details that make everyone’s experience easy and fun.
Have any of your products been featured somewhere?
We were featured on the cover of Golf
Car Options Magazine in 2018 with the
Club Car Precedent. It’s been exciting
to see customers discover how our
products are truly one of a kind.

What is your businesses primary focus?
We specialize in golf cart enclosures
and seat blankets. Essentially, we partnered with Club Car and Yamaha on
several products. Collaborating with
these brands in Augusta, the home of
the Master’s Golf Tournament, taught

Outside of your day-to-day operations
does Classic get involved in the community?
We’ve enjoyed participating with local
golf events and giveaways that have
included our cozy, water-resistant seat
SEPTEMBER 2020
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blankets. Being involved with our community is extremely important to us. For example,
this year we decided to empower a fantastic
organization called Rainier Scholars. Rainier
Scholars creates opportunities for students
who display great potential, but would not
typically have an opportunity to pursue a college education. Classic Accessories has been
creating care packages for the students this
summer, and will be making a donation in
January of 2021 to their organization that will
help cover scholarship costs.
Is there a characteristic or quality that you
feel is essential to your success?
We feel that innovation and solid customer
service are the keys to our success. We listen
to our customers and apply that feedback to
our design process, like including a carrying
duffel bag with our golf enclosures or designing reflective piping for enhanced safety.
We put our own unique spin on our products
that make them appealing, functional, and
very saleable.
While we are passionate about creating
high-quality products for a fair price, we feel
we do more than simply produce golf cart
enclosures and seat blankets. We enable a
lifestyle for our customers that help them
discover more time outdoors.
Is there anything else you would like our
readers to know about Classic Accessories?
We love bringing our pets to the office!
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Pictured: Above (Mabel)
Over (Bella)

CONTACT:
Classic Accessories
26600 72nd Ave S. Suite 101
Kent, WA 98032
customerservice@classicaccessories.com
https://classicaccessories.com/golf

THE CART
CONNECT
SOLUTION
COMING TO
A DEALER
NEAR YOU

Real Time Status Alerts & GPS Tracking • Control Area Of Operation
Cart & Route Backtracking • Motion Detection • Theft Notifications • Monitors Battery Voltage
Detects Usage & Run Times • Backup Battery • Tamper Alert • Low Power Consumption
FREE Smart Phone Apps • Insurance Discounts

CART CONNECT GPS

FLEET SOLUTIONS

• An easy solution that protects customers
and improves margins and profitability.
• Meet increasing demand for asset and
personal protection through monitoring,
control and tracking.
• Increase Sales Margins – High Margin
product, Low Inventory Costs,
No Chargebacks.
• Differentiate your offer and improve
customer confidence and satisfaction
with cart and user protection.

• Always know where your
assets are located.
• Monitor cart status and
maintenance intervals.
• Establish operating boundaries.
• Receive unauthorized
operation alerts.
• Easy monitoring and
installation.

888-811-3883

CartConnectGPS.com
POWERED BY FIN®

15120 County Line Rd.
Spring Hill, FL 34610

Why Rebuild...

When You Can Double The Power
For The Same Cost!

• Dealer pricing available!
• USA designed, manufactured,
and supported
• Fits in an unlifted golf cart!

23hp Big Block Kits for E-Z-GO,
Club Car & Yamaha

V-Twin Install Kits for E-Z-GO,
Club Car & Yamaha

Vegas Carts & Performance
www.vegascarts.com
sales@vegascarts.com
702-530-7753

Performance Clutches for E-Z-GO,
Club Car & Yamaha

ELAWAR

Delaware Golf CART Laws
& Regulations
(What You Need To Know)

Though a small state, Delaware takes
its road safety very seriously.
As a result, they have some of the
most detailed and restrictive golf cart
laws in the country.
Therefore, anybody interested in
riding golf carts on public roads
needs to read through this information carefully. Breaking a law would
be very easy to do if you don’t fully
understand every aspect here.
Federal Laws for Golf Carts
The federal government does not
control the usage of golf carts on any
state roads. That’s because golf carts,
as manufactured, are low-speed
vehicles.
The federal government only worries
about medium- to high-speed vehicles, as these are the only that will be
riding on their federal highways.
Instead, the government lets states
come up with rules and regulations
for low-speed vehicles. Some have
very relaxed rules that allow many
different riding scenarios.

Currently, Delaware defines a golf
cart as a low-speed vehicle by their
state laws.
These vehicles are defined as fourwheeled motorized vehicles, other
than a truck, who can obtain 20 miles
per hour in speed over a one-mile
distance.
However, these carts can get no faster than 25 miles per hour on a paved
and level surface. Any faster than
they are medium-speed (up to 45
miles per hour) or high-speed vehicles (any speed at 45 miles per hour).
Golf carts, as manufactured, are not
considered low-speed vehicles because they cannot obtain these levels
of speed without upgrades to the
motor and other parts of the cart.
They state that retrofitted golf carts
do not fall under this heading, for
example, which means that your
golf cart must be manufactured or
upgraded to meet these conditions
before they can ride on any roads.

Others, like Delaware, are more
strict. Read on to learn more about
these rules and how they affect you.

When using a golf cart as a low-speed
vehicle, you must title, register, and
insure the cart. This process requires
getting a manufacturer’s State of Origin for the vehicle.

Delaware’s Definition of a Cart

This document states that the cart is
SEPTEMBER 2020
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a low-speed vehicle and that it is
qualified for registration as one.
An inspection technician will
examine the cart to make sure
that it qualifies and will then
give you a vehicle identification
number.
Then, you can register the
vehicle in your name and add a
license that must be placed on
the back of the vehicle.
This license makes sure that police and others know that your
cart is legal to ride. Your insurance must be applicable to your
vehicle and include property
damage and liability coverage.
These bare minimum coverage
options ensure that you are
protected.
State law dictates that cities and
towns dictate where carts can
ride, though state law also regulates the top speed of roads on
which carts can ride.
Carts and other low-speed vehicles are restricted to roads of 35
miles per hour or slower. Any
road with a limit higher than
this is off-limits.
More restrictions on roads will
be discussed in the section below for further examination.
Roads On Which You Can Ride
Delaware’s restrictions on cart
road travel are very specific.
As mentioned above, carts can
never travel on roads that have
speed limits higher than 35
miles per hour. The only time
that this is very briefly allowed
is when they cross intersections.
Moving from one appropriate
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road to the next over a faster
highway is allowed in certain
circumstances.
Typically, carts can only cross
these roads at designated interactions. These are designated in
appropriate communities with
signs that showcase it is safe to
cross there.
People cross roads in this way
where there is no designated
intersection may be prosecuted
if caught. This rule applies to all
highways in the state, with the
exception of federal roads.
Carts can never pass on these
roads, even to cross to another
appropriate road. They must, instead, find an alternative route.
Other operating restrictions
include the inability to pass any
dual-highway in the state. These
dual-highways include freeways
that have separate lanes for
both directions of traffic.
However, a small number of
designated intersections may be
available to cross these roads.
Talk to your local highway
authorities about this factor to
get a map showing where these
designations exist.
And make sure to always wear
seat belts when on your cart.
Breaking any of these rules can
result in fines.
Remember: you are in a licensed vehicle and will be subject to the same rules and laws
as normal automobiles.
One fine is usually worth $50
but may be as high as $100.
Subsequent fines may result in
$100 to $200 costs.

Depending on the violation and
its severity, some may even get
no less than 10 but no more
than 30 days along with or instead of their normal fines.
Federal Golf Cart Laws
Click Here
Helpful Links
https://www.dmv.de.gov/VehicleServices/specialvehicles/pdfs/
sb17_low_speed_vehicle.pdf

ABOUT

DELAWARE
Delaware is the second
smallest state, with a land
area of 1,948 sq. miles.
(Rhode Island is the smallest.) Delaware is, however,
the least populated state in
America.
Delaware is the lowest state,
with an average altitude of
60 ft. above sea level. It is
ninety-five miles long and
between nine and thirty-five
miles wide. Its highest point,
near the Pennsylvania line,
is 442 ft. above sea level.
Delaware’s official state
name is “The First State”
because it was the first of
the thirteen original colonies
to ratify the Constitution in
1787, thus becoming the
first state in the nation.
Because of this, Delaware
is given the first position in
congressional votes and
national events, such as
Presidential Inaugurations.

SVR Small Vehicle Resource
Vehicles For Personal Use | Vehicles For Commercial Use

Small Vehicle
Resource is your one-stop source
for information on small task-oriented
vehicles: Utility vehicles, LSVs/NEVs and
Golf Cars for commercial or personal use.

smallvehicleresource.com

Find A Dealer
Add Your Dealership
Buying Guides
Research Guides
Complete Brand Listing
Blog
News
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•

Golf Course Rentals

•

Individual Private Use

•

2-wheel and 3-wheel Models

•

All Electric

Fat Tire Golf Scooters are being recognized as
an excellent solution to the social distancing
needs on the golf course.
USA Today Sports- “Eric Ebron has an epic golf cart for social distancing”

Rebel Trike XR by Fat Tire Golf Scooter
Featured on NBC Sports Driven Golf Show

Ridden by Bubba Watson.

FatTireGolfScooter.com // (602) 308-8711 // 13232 N. Cave Creek Road, Phoenix, AZ 85022

RENT YOUR GOLF CARTS
ONLINE BOOKING SYSTEM
CUSTOM DESIGNED WEBSITE
FACTORY CART DATA
ABILITY TO SELL NEW & USED INVENTORY
PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
MOBILE OPTIMIZED
MENTION THIS
AD & RECIEVE
AND MORE!
SPECIAL SIGN UP
BONUS!

RIDES RENTAL SOFTWARE

RIDES RENTAL SOFTWARE

RIDES RENTAL SOFTWARE

Ideal For:
Golf Cart Rental Businesses
Golf Cart Dealerships
Golf Courses
Resorts and Hotels
Beach Communities
Neighborhoods

RIDES RENTAL SOFTWARE

CONTACT US TODAY
TO SCHEDULE A
VIRTUAL DEMO
SEPTEMBER 2020 45
Rides Rental Software | info@ridesrentalsoftware.com | ridesrentalsoftware.com | 844-364-4168
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More Neighbors Likely and New
Types of PTVs
[Note, my company, Small Vehicle
Resource, has just published a major
market research report on the market
for small, task-oriented vehicles—golf
cars, PTVs, light duty utility vehicles,
and off-road UTVs—with an outlook to
2025 incorporating the newly emerging
opportunities for growth in the urban/
suburban mobility (USM) market. If
this is of interest, you can contact me at
smetzger@smallvehicleresource.com.]

I

t is highly likely that our orderly
and enjoyable life in our gated
communities will become more
and more attractive to city dwellers
in these times given worries about
COVID-19 and future pandemics.
On top of that, throw in the new
trend in the delightful urban pastime
of rioting and looting, and you have
what appears to be a stampede to
leave cities. This, especially seen in
the big, one party-ruled urban centers, such as Chicago, New York, and
San Francisco. (Of course I am being
very discrete in not mentioning the
one party.)
In the wake of what will probably be,
as a result, a long term trend in a “dispersed living lifestyle”, it is also very
likely that we will also see new types
of PTVs. (I hope most of us know
what the acronym PTV means. “Golf
cart” is so…yesterday!)
In this column I take on these two
themes—urban exodus and PTV
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transformations. Weighty subjects
but compelling evidence as to what is
happening
A marginalized urban environment:
Dreaded attack of CCP—Contagion,
Congestion, and Pollution
Urban centers were to their inhabitants such benefits as a rich and
diverse cultural environment, the synergy of close contact with fellow professionals, and readily available public
services attending to the somewhat
grubby necessities of life, such as
garbage pickup and law enforcement.
Instead, the reality in these current
times is that cities have become the
focal point of contagion, congestion,
and pollution (CCP)—not to speak of
an exorbitant cost of living.
These highly objectionable components of city dwelling are now
compounded by daily political
demonstrations, very often involving rioting, looting, physical injury
to humans, and even lethality. In an
oxymoronic response, big city governments have defunded police departments rendering a state of peaceful
existence virtually impossible.
Is it any wonder that there is a pronounced exodus to the suburbs and
beyond? For us in our gated communities, the bright spot is likely to be
a significant increase in real estate

COMMUNITY
By Stephen Metzger
Managing Director
Small Vehicle Resource, LLC
smetzger@smallvehicleresource.com
www.smallvehicleresource.com

values, as we welcome our new
neighbors.
For those of us now ensconced
in our gated communities the
bright spot in the urban exodus
could be a significant increase
in the value of our real estate
investment. (Who knew?)

as people who have the means look
to get away from the city. Meanwhile, the market in San Francisco
and Alameda County is still well
below where it was last year.”

Such developments are all the
more feasible, thanks to COVID-19,
because of work from home, virtual
office systems that significantly
mitigate the need to gather collectively in urban centers—or, for that
matter, corporate campuses.

San Francisco’s Golden Gate now
the Exodus Gate
As a specific example, of urban
emigration, in an article published
on the website, “Affluent Investor” cited trends in San Francisco.
The articles author, Jerry Bowyer, states, “…people, especially
wealthy people, seem to be rushing out of the city.” He references
and quotes a local newspaper
story reporting the trends in real
estate in the distant exurbs of San
Francisco in comparison with the
central metro area:
“Amid the depths of a global
pandemic and financial downturn, the demand for real estate is
unexpectedly rocketing in wealthy
regions outside San Francisco, reports Bloomberg. Agents say that
demand is soaring in affluent areas
around the Bay Area such as Napa,
Marin and further afield in Carmel,

ment centers, and retail outlets.
Such communities would require
small electric vehicles for internal
mobility and a readily available
charging station network.

San Francisco--example of cities as
centers of congestion and contagion
Of course, the wealthy are the
most mobile in society, so they
are making the first move, but this
is only Phase I of what is likely to
become an urban diaspora involving a much broader segment of the
economic spectrum. What is likely
to occur over time, albeit hardly
in the distant future, is the emergence of residential developments,
much like our gated communities, that offer clustered housing,
self-contained and of limited
size—and at the same time geographically dispersed. Appropriately planned, such developments
would include schools, entertain-

Contact Steve at smetzger@smallvehicleresource.com. Or check out our
website at www.smallvehicleresource.com, where you will find an extensive
database of vehicle models and can make side-by-side comparisons of vehicles based on a full set of specifications.

What will mobility look like in the
world of a dispersed living lifestyle?
PTVs, even the very popular Club
Car Onward clearly show their
golf car roots. They are open-air
conveyances, and although decked
out with a growing number of
conventional automobile features,
such as Bluetooth, dashboards
with LCD touch panels, LED
lighting, etc., are still largely a fair
weather conveyance. (Yes, even
in mild climates it does rain sometimes.) Flexible fabric enclosures
are, of course, available but are not
very convenient and lack much in
the way of style and looks.
To address more broadly what we
at Small Vehicle Resource call the
urban/suburban mobility (USM)
market, there are likely to be many
modifications to current PTVs
SEPTEMBER 2020
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and . New designs will be influenced by new mobility
systems already widely in use in various metropolitan
areas across the country, namely e-bikes and scooters. The influence, per se, is a contagious (the good
kind) awakening to a new variety of conveyances
getting you from point A to point B.
Filling the gap between ride-share scooters and
mopeds and convention vehicles
There is a big gap, however, between two-wheeled
mobility and the conventional automobile or truck.
A start-up in Sweden may have found the middle
ground in the Zbee, manufactured by the Clean Motion company. As you can see from the photo below,
it is a battery-powered three-wheeler, fully enclosed
and weatherized. It comes in a passenger version for
three people or a cargo version for a driver and space
accommodating approximately 400 pounds of cargo.
The Zbee is featured
in this article, not
because of its commercial viability, that
is, its progress in the
market—of which I
have no idea at this
point—but rather
because of its type of
design, which would
fit perfectly in the
setting of a gated
The Zbee from Sweden—batcommunity and the
tery-powered for personal transemerging dispersed
port and cargo.
living lifestyle.

Golf Car Classics
The #1 Hardcover Book
Documenting The

History • Design
Evolution • Innovation

Of Golf Cars Between 1949-1969
By Ron Lyons
Just

$39h.ip9pin5g)

(Plus S

It is not only spiffy in its looks, but has a number of
engineering features which set it apart from today’s
PTV. In particular, the vehicle has hydraulic disk
brakes on all three wheels and in-hub electric motors
in the two rear wheels.
It has relatively fast plug-in recharging of its lithium
batteries of 4.5 hours and really fast charging via an
external charger. Another excellent feature is an optional system of swappable batteries, which greatly
extend distance and run time over an above the vehicle’s standard 50 mile range.
Will the Zbee or its emulators be the new look in
gated communities? Quite possible in my opinion.
Startups and their backers are rushing into the USM
market. This trend was developing rapidly prior to
COVID-19, and that trend is accelerating.
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317 Full color glossy pages, hardcover
Vintage ads & photos
142 different companies
that have produced more than
200 different models

Available at

www.golfcaroptions.com

Golf Car Enclosures

• Full protection against weather and wind
• Keeps golf carts clean and dry
• Simple to store and ideal for travel

Golf Car Seat Blankets

Instant protection from hot,
cold or dirty golf car seats

https://classicaccessories.com/sr/golf

HIGH PERFORMANCE
AC-PM MOTOR KIT
Increase Range & Speed
at a Great Price!

• Easy to Install
• Compact Motor & Controller Design
• Plug & Play Connection to DC Cars
• Mobile App for Custom Settings

www.silverwolfmotors.com

12 HP MOTOR &
840 Amp CONTROLLER
SEPTEMBER 2020
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NFL Injury Carts
A History That Goes Beyond
The Tunnel

One by one they roll onto the football field,
accompanied by a hush, and carry the
wounded away.
A Toro Workman in Pittsburgh, a Club Car
in Arlington, Tex., and Cushman carts in St.
Louis and New Orleans scooped up injured
N.F.L. players and whisked them out of sight
so that the games could resume.
Injury carts are the overlooked workhorses
of the underbelly of football. Already this
season, they have shuttled dozens of lame
players away, including three Green Bay
Packers hauled by a Taylor-Dunn cart in a
single half. A line judge with a broken collarbone was carried away by a John Deere
in Denver. A Jets player, after regaining
consciousness, was strapped to the bed of a
Cushman in New Jersey.
It happens often enough, usually several
times a weekend, that “carted off” is football
jargon, familiar enough even to fans to need
no further explanation.
When an injury is serious enough to warrant
a cart, fans sometimes stand and players
often kneel. Tempered applause follows a
loaded cart as it starts downfield. Acknowledgment from injured players, even the
slightest wave or a pointed finger from
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someone cinched to a backboard, brings
relief and cheers.
The cart disappears into the stadium tunnel.
The game resumes in all its violent pageantry as if nothing has happened.
Injury carts are such a common and longstanding part of football that one with a roof
designed like an enormous 49ers helmet,
circa 1990, currently fronts a sprawling

1990 49ers On-Field Vehicle Photo
Credit: https://twitter.com/darrenrovell

The Steelers’ Ben Roethlisberger has taken a few

art exhibition at San Francisco International Airport. The display
celebrates the history of the N.F.L. and its 32 teams in advance of
Super Bowl 50 in nearby Santa Clara.
“Its primary function was medical transportation to safely remove
injured players from the field during home games at Candlestick
Park,” the museumlike placard below the cart reads. “The pickup
truck-style bed allowed players to be transported comfortably
while being accompanied by team medical staff. Custom storage
areas in the bed provided space for team medical staff to keep
various supplies and equipment.”
(The exhibition includes team jerseys, cleats, programs, photographs, and other memorabilia, but not miniature versions of
helmeted “buggy carts” aimed at children, offered in the Sears catalog in the early 1970s, three and a half inches long with “tough,
rubber-look plastic racing tires.”)

w cart rides in his career. Photo Credit: Justin K. Aller

Most N.F.L. teams had something similar: a cart with a
giant helmet-shaped top, the
face mask serving as a front
bumper. Last year, an old
Vikings injury cart was offered
on Craigslist, and a 1980 Steelers cart was
recently on the market, too. The Denver Broncos still have a helmet-roofed injury cart, now
used for marketing, not medicine. Sometimes
it trolls the parking lot before home games.
Such flashy injury carts were cousins of baseball’s bullpen cart. For decades, they merrily
brought relief pitchers into the game from the
outfield bullpen, mostly using a standard cart
fitted with a roof shaped like a batting helmet.
There were variations — a wheeled tugboat in
Seattle, a pinstriped sports car for the Yankees,
a Harley-Davidson motorcycle with a sidecar in
Milwaukee — but relievers preferred to walk
or run to the mound on their own. The carts,

The Broncos use their 1980s-vintage cart for marketing purposes.
Photo Credit: Taryn Parker
still seen occasionally in the minor leagues or
overseas, were virtually extinct in the majors
by the mid-1990s.
By then, N.F.L. injury carts had gotten serious,
too. Today’s carts are understated and utilitarian, customized for practicality, and not festooned for attention. It is curious, in a stadium
bursting with advertising and sponsorships
messages, to see such restraint on something
that moves and that everyone watches. Few
injury carts are even painted in team colors.
SEPTEMBER 2020
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The N.F.L. said that cart design was left to individual teams, but the trend seemed to follow
the evolving culture around injuries — they are
nothing to celebrate.
But the carts are far more advanced than
the basic flatbed equipment carts that once
scooped injured players off the field when they
were not carrying water coolers.
The Giants were among the teams that found
the helmet-roofed carts impractical and, in
1982, bought their first electric injury cart,
according to Ronnie Barnes, the team’s senior
vice president for medical services.
Wellington Mara, a Giants co-owner, applauded the idea, finding the cart a more humane
method of carrying the wounded from the
field than hoisting them over the shoulders of
teammates.
Coach Bill Parcells was less enamored, especially when cornerback Ted Watts became a
frequently injured rider of the cart in 1985.
“Bill Parcells met our cart and told Ted that the
next time we had to go and get him on the cart,
he had better be dead,” Barnes said.
Such carts are so ingrained in football culture that even the popular Madden NFL video
games have realistic injury carts to carry away
the pixelated heaps of hurt players. Until the
league asked for a change, the games featured
an ambulance that drove recklessly onto the
field, running over other players.
In reality, only on rare occasions does the
injury cart take a starring role. When Seattle
running back Marshawn Lynch was in college
at California, Berkeley, in 2006, he commandeered a cart for a postgame celebration. In
2011, a driverless cart, its accelerator stuck,
plowed into coaches and reporters after a high
school championship.
Real injury carts, driven by paramedics or team
staffers (in New Orleans, the driver is a retired
Saints groundskeeper), are seen as mobile
emergency rooms. Most haul medications,
intubation equipment, and splints. Some have
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Photo Credit: https://www.mercurynews.com
their flatbed divided in half one side with a
chair or two, the other left empty to lie down.
The gray, customized electric Cushman used by
the Giants and the Jets at MetLife Stadium has
a carpeted flatbed and a reversible front passenger seat that allows a doctor or paramedic
to attend to the player in the back. Another
seat is behind the driver, next to the patient.
The cart sits outside at the end of the home
bench during games, plugged into an outlet.
A heated compartment keeps medications at
the proper temperature. The weather ruins the
carpet, so it gets changed every two years, but
the carpet is a key feature.
“When you use a backboard, you don’t want
any friction,” said Tony Vagueiro, the emergency medical services coordinator at the stadium.
“On the carpet, it slides like a baby and locks
right into place.”
Pepper Burruss began working for the Jets
in 1977 when injury carts were nothing but
borrowed equipment carts. Now he is director
of sports medicine administration for Green
Bay, where the Packers have two customized
gas-powered injury carts — one for each sideline.

Rather than devote half the flatbed to a contraption to hold a backboard, Green Bay gives
the space to a cabinet of supplies. With two
ambulance services working every home game,
a player on a cart signals a serious injury, but a
player on a gurney means something potentially worse.

Randall, a battalion chief for the Arlington Fire
Department’s Office of Special Events.
Across the N.F.L., part of the first aid on the
field involves persuading a player to get on.
“Today, players vehemently resist riding the
cart,” said Barnes, the longtime Giants trainer.
“They are usually worried that their
families will see them on television
carried off by the cart and think
something very serious has happened to them.”
Sometimes that is the case. This season, which is about halfway through,
169 players have been placed on
injured reserve, a designation for
those with no chance of returning to
play this year.

Photo Credit: https://www.whas11.com
There are also two carts, a gas-powered Club
Car at each end zone, at Dallas Cowboys
games. A red one is operated by Arlington Fire
Department paramedics; the other, a white
one, by American Medical Response, a private
contractor.
Which one responds to a call for a cart on the
field depends on which side of the 50-yard line
the injury took place on, according to Gerald

Photo credit: https://larrybrownsports.com

Many of them were carted off. In
those cases, the cart disappears into
the depths of the stadium, often to
an ovation, and another man takes
the place of the injured. The game goes on.

C&S CUSTOM GOLF CARTS
Authorized Dealer For AllSportLiftKits.com

Lift Kits • Tires & Wheels • Seat Covers
Motors • Electric & Gas

cscustomgolfcarts@hotmail.com
www.cscustomgolfcarts.jimdo.com
314.704.3655
SEPTEMBER 2020
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We Know You Love Your Golf Cart…
Now You Can Find Out What Others Think About It!
Featuring 3 Views | 7 Ways To Sort | 5 Star Voting | Comments
Best of all: It’s FUN and It’s FREE!
Upload photos of your golf cart:
Stock | Personalized | Lifted/Hunting | All

PEDDLE MASTER, INC.

Portable hand controls that give you the freedom and independence you desire and deserve.
Peddle Master is designed to give disabled
people the ability to drive their vehicles on their
own. As long as they have access to a vehicle
with an automatic transmission, they can get
behind the wheel and hit the road. The Peddle
Master can control the brake and gas pedals,
and it’s affordable and easy to transport.
1. They’re more affordable than a permanent
hand control system
2. They work in almost any automatic
transmission vehicle
3. They will decrease your dependence on
others for transport

Peddle Master, Inc
3597 Killey Circle, Johnstown, CO 80534
970.587.8962 | www.peddlemaster.com
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WHEELZLLC.COM | Service@wheelzllc.com

Everyday Free Shipping On All Orders
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W

ith the audience in golf carts, The Catamounts serve up a treat with ‘The Rough’

Jessica Jackson’s play pokes fun at the game while
using its trappings as the set and the house

Yet, due to COVID-19, the humble golf cart has
made its theatrical debut (well, probably). And
what a debut it was.
The Catamounts is a theatre company that defines itself by productions that think outside of
the normal theatrical sphere. That’s a necessity
if one hopes to attend a live theatre production
during a pandemic. The Rough, written and directed by Jessica Jackson (with the writing assisted by the ensemble), is a play for anyone who
hopes to enjoy an outing in a world where such
experiences have all but disappeared.
Upon arrival, guests are gifted earpieces and
receivers that are playing music before the show,
which then become an integral part of the production. Called bonephones, the earpieces conduct through one’s bones rather than through
the outer eardrum. This means that the enjoyer
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of The Rough is not subjected to the worries of
excessive earwax provided by previous users.
Guests are then assigned one golf cart to be part
of a parade, parked and ready to drive the front
nine holes of Legacy Ridge golf course in Westminster. And yes, the golf cart is what we might
hitherto refer to as “the house” — the place
where the audience sits to watch the show with
social distancing to spare.
This reviewer was quite enthused to be outside
on a beautiful summer evening, when distant
mountains cradled an orange, setting sun, and
the clouds overhead sported deepening colors
as the evening progressed. This reviewer’s wife,
however, had some anxiety about driving a golf
cart, as her inconsiderate husband asserted that
driving such a vehicle is a dangerous and difficult
undertaking. She quickly got a hang of it, though,
as anyone would, and was soon commenting
on what a knack she had for navigating the cart
paths.
Following this Scotsman through the front nine,
guests are treated to several vignettes put on by
actors donning many hats.

PHOTO: https://www.onstagecolorado.com/catamounts-the-rough/

Golf carts usually don’t take part in theatre. And
it’s not because they don’t have performing
aspirations, but rather because they’re usually
reserved for the use of presidents made claustrophobic by the Oval Office, or for members of
gated communities hustling to an impromptu
bingo session.

Cool when it’s hot,
Warm when it’s not!
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Chilly Cheeks is the only portable seat cover
that cools when it’s hot and warms when it’s not.

Yes, you can take it with you.
Portable comfort for all your outdoor adventures.

www.chillycheeks.com  1-844-4CHEEKS

MAY
JULY 2020
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KEEPING IT

The REAL Mike’s Golf Carts Home of the
World’s Longest Golf Cart

				REAL
Georgia’s best custom
golf carts, accessories,
batteries, sales, service,
and parts.

I

n 1996 Mike’s
Golf Carts LLC.
was started on
accident by
what would soon
become a father/
son partime team
that later grew to
a fulltime, factory
dealership for all
three of the major
brands (Club
Car, E-Z-GO and
Yamaha).
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M

ike’s father the one and only late
Mr. R.A. Williams had a love for
gardening among other things. Well
one day son Mike had the crazy idea to buy a
used golf cart and set it up for Mr. R.A. to use
riding around the yard, checking and working
in the garden. Mike was a factory worker of a
major School Bus builder just up the road, so
Mike would often be at work while Mr. R.A.
was working in the garden. Come lunch time
the golf cart would be parked outside in view
from the Highway just in front of the house.

M

ike gets home from work and the
phone rings……R.A. Williams – “ You
need to come get this golf cart out
of my yard and do something with it.” Mike“What’s wrong with it?” R.A – Nothing. I can’t
get anything done for people stopping wanting to buy it. Mike – “Well sell it. We will buy
another one to fix for you.”
Folks the rest is as they say history.

GUINNESS WORLD RECORD
Building this 31 ft 6.74” bumper
to bumper cart was the easy part.
Getting into the 2015 record book
was the harder. It still holds the
record.

From one golf cart and a father and son. To
one of the biggest and most trusted factory
dealerships in the United States. 20+ employees, hundreds of retail ready carts, 6000 sq ft
of showroom and office space with a modern
day 7500 sq ft shop and thousands of satisfied
customers.
What started as repairing and adding some
accessories turned into some extreme builds

HISTORY CHANNEL
We built this cart and donated it
to the Georgia Wildlife Federation
to raffle off at an event. It is
themed after the Dreadknots Dive
Crew from the History Channel’s

Axe Men. Our friends Captain
Clint and Kraken donated the
heart pine flooring that they
salvaged from the river and cut
themselves. The flooring is well
over 100 years old.
SEPTEMBER 2020
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p

retty fast. Anything from a hunting cart
with blinds and hand controls. (For a
friend of ours that fell from a tree stand
and broke both his legs) to the General Lee,
Richard Petty’s famous #43, Mikes Monster
wheelie machine with a top speed of 60 mph+
to the Longest Golf Cart in the World.

We were contacted by Marketing Manager
Shannon Burgess with Body Armor to repli-

cate the Ryan Blaney Body Armor #12 car for
some marketing promotions to create some
excitement for Body Armor, Ryan Blaney’s
Team Penske #12 as well as NASCAR across
the Southeast. You may stumble across one
of these cars in a Food City in Tennessee the
very next time you go shopping. The Body
Armor team was thrilled at what we came up
with and we were glad to deliver.

MIKE, COLT FORD & GLEN
(Mike’s Golf Carts)
(Left) Pictured is a custom built cart
that Colt Ford (singer) used at an
event several years ago
LoCASH
(Right) This custom built cart is one
that they used on tour, just before
they hit the big time.

P
OTHER BUILDS
The Ryan Blaney Body Armor
Project (above left)
Roadster (above right)
Richard Petty themed cart (left)
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lease check
us out on
FaceBook
at https://www.
facebook.com/
mikesgolfcartsllc/ and on our
website www.
mikesgolfcarts.
com for more of
our Blast from
the Past builds
and videos
about all of us at
Mike’s Golf Carts
LLC.

DAY. OR NIGHT.
YOUR SOURCE FOR DISCOUNT GOLF CART PARTS & ACCESSORIES.

For over a decade, golf
cart owners have trusted
Just Golf Carts as their
source for discount golf
cart parts & accessories:

• Thousands of parts
and accessories for
popular EZGO, Club Car
and Yamaha golf cart
models.

• Fast delivery with
FREE shipping on
orders of $150 or more,
including seats, cargo
boxes, tires and wheels.

• Friendly, courteous
customer service
and sales assistance
available by phone
or email.

Choose from Thousands of Replacement Parts, Maintenance Parts, Accessories and Specialty Items including:

Custom Seat Covers

Tires & Wheels

Lights & Mirrors

Golfing Accessories

Dashes and Stereos

Visit JustGolfCarts.com
Order Online 24/7

Call 1-877-902-2787

Monday thru Friday 9 AM-2 PM Eastern

USE CODE MAG16 FOR 20% OFF ORDERS OF $75+ THRU 12/31/16
Excludes sale items, rear seats and cargo boxes. Code can be used on clearance items.
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GOLF CARTS MODIFIED

William Spaulding • Class (NA)

GCMOD UPDATE

A three class golf cart build-off featuring some of the coolest carts you’ll

Golf Carts Modified LLC making an appearance on Performance TV representing Navitas products.
View It HERE

REGISTRATION CLOSED

• All entry fees will be paid through PAYPAL Friends and Family using golfcartsmodifiedsales@gmail.com.
• All entry fees will go to the winners of each class.
• Once entry fees are paid they are non refundable. If you drop out
of the Build-Off your entry fee stays and goes to the winners. You
can change classes after entry. That is addressed on entry form.
• Golf Carts Modified will release 100% of the entry fees to the
winners of the classes. Golf Carts Modified will not profit from
entry fees.
•Registration forms will be available on the Golf Carts Modified website www.golfcartsmodified.com
golfcartsmodified@gmail.com • Registration needs to emailed to Gcmodbuildoff@gmail.
www.golfcartsmodified.com
com
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SPONSORS

l see

2020 BUILD-OFF

Golf Car Options
If you are interested
in supporting any of
this years builders, or
becoming a Build-Off
general sponsor, please
contact golfcartsmodified@gmail.com

Chris Patt • Class (NA)

You will receive full acknowledgment through
the 2020 Build-Off with
links to your website.

Patrick Moloney • Class (NA)

CLASSES
NUTS & BOLTS:
Entry Free $25.00 |
Budget $2500 USD
MODIFIED:
Entry Free $50.00 |
Budget $5000 USD

Kip Gerringer • Modified Class

SUPER MODIFIED:
Entry Free $75.00 |
Budget Unlimited
SEPTEMBER 2020
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The Back Thing

Relieving Low Back Pain While You’re In The Golf Car

Custom Golf Cart Seat Covers
Keep cool & dry in the summer
Stay warm in winter
Available in a variety of colors

The Back thing is a patented, doctor-designed portable
back support that is used before, during and after sports
activities of all kinds. Use it in the golf car and in any sitting location to relieve low back pain and discomfort.
Golf professionals know the importance of a strong and
healthy back for proper balance and posture to play the
game at any level effectively and the Back Thing provides
that.

The Back Thing
PO Box 125 • Bedford Hills, NY 10507
backthing@att.net • www.thebackthing.com
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www.towelitup.com
(919) 302-2923

After nearly a year of physical therapy and recovery from a stroke on July 4, 2019, Tim Stransky
was ready to take back some of his independence.
This meant pulling out his Chrysler PT Cruiser
mountain bike from storage, giving it a tune-up,
and parking it outside with plans to hop on the
next morning for a ride. The next morning, he
woke up to find it had been stolen.
His wife, MaryFran Stransky, posted to social media explaining what had happened and asking for
the community to keep an eye out for the bicycle.
What came in response were offers to buy him a
new bike, donate bikes people no longer needed,
and a general willingness to help.
When it came down to how the community could
help, it wasn’t a bicycle that Tim needed. She was
hesitant when he told her that he was ready to
get on a bike, to begin with.
While he can’t drive a car, MaryFran thought a
“beater golf cart” would be a great thing for him.
The couple owns the Maxam House Bed and
Breakfast in Princeton, and a bike would not have
been the best mode of transportation for bringing items to and from the business.
Their nephews, Kevin Davey and Daniel Hershkowitz, set up a gofundme account with the goal

Jerry Gruebel, with Carts Gone Wild, presents Tim Stransky with some store merchandise after making the
delivery of Stransky’s new golf cart.

of returning some of the freedom Tim was missing throughout the previous year.
“He’s been trying to regain his freedom ever since
he lost it on Independence Day,” MaryFran said.
Tim was able to talk with Alex Boxell, owner and
operator of Carts Gone Wild in Haubstadt, and
set out a plan for what his cart would be. “Alex
just said, ‘You tell us what you need and we’ll
make it happen,’ ” MaryFran said.
For Tim, this meant all the safety features there
could be, s bright color to keep him noticed on
the road. “They were so kind,” MaryFran said.
“They said ‘You dream it, just whatever money you
make in your go-fund-me, we’ll take care of it.’ ”
The money raised in the gofundme was over
their initial $2,500 goal, and this didn’t include the
money also dropped in the Stransky’s mailbox by
community members.
“I’ve always been on the other side of giving,” he
said. The comments from the community were
heartwarming to him, as he realized people genuinely wanted to help.
Now, with an OK from his doctor, Tim is ready to
take back some of that self-reliance in his new
golf cart. “I’m just so excited,” he said.
SEPTEMBER 2020
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ommunity raises funds to help local regain his independence
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CLUB CAR
NOW IS THE TIME FOR COMMUNICATION, TRANSPARENCY, AND BUILD CUSTOMER LOYALTY

As a global leader in golf, consumer and utility vehicles and a
brand of Ingersoll Rand, Mark highlighted how Club Car’s digital technologies are perfectly positioned to help golf venues
that are preparing to reopen.
“I have no doubt Club Car’s connected technology, Visage,
for example, will be a major part of the solution to course
re-openings, as the operational advantages are substantial,”
he said.
“The Visage system can help venues manage self-distancing
protocols. It addresses a club’s dilemma as to whether they
should call on starters to manage tee-offs, and marshals to
patrol the courses to ensure the pace of play. The technology
allows venues to monitor and control these from the office
or the pro shop, safeguarding employees,” he added.

Mark Wagner
President, Club Car
As golf clubs begin to emerge from
the COVID-19 pandemic and start the
process of rebuilding their businesses,
focus should be given to communication, transparency and building customer loyalty, according to Club Car
President, Mark Wagner.
Speaking at an important golf industry
conference in America, staged virtually due to social distancing and travel
restrictions, Mark commented: “The
more you can communicate with your
members and guests right now, the
better. Clubs that are looking to adapt
to what’s going on with diversified services, will be those who succeed.”
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Visage’s digital food and beverage ordering capabilities can
help clubs generate additional revenue by enabling players
to submit orders for safe pick up after they have finished
their rounds, or after nine holes, avoiding contact in the clubhouse.
Addressing how clubs should approach reopening with
members and guests, Mark concluded: “Be as open as possible and forthcoming with information – from roll-out plans
to disclosure statements – it will go a long way to mitigate
concerns and uneasiness. It is important, during such uncertain times, to make everyone aware of what the reopening
and new playing conditions are, and what you have planned
to get things back up and running.”

Contact

CLUB CAR
Club Car, LLC
4125 Washington Road
Evans, GA 30809 | PO Box 204658
Augusta, Georgia 30917
www.clubcar.com

INSURANCE
COVERAGE
If you are a golfer and happy with a homeowner’s
policy, then think again. Your homeowner’s insurance policy might not protect you when you go
out there on the greens and trails. You need a specially devised insurance coverage for golf carts.
There is a big difference between the coverage
when you buy an appropriate insurance policy.
Well, you are not going to use your golf cart inside
your home to travel from dining to bedroom or
kitchen to patio. You need adequate protection
especially when you are out on your wheels. Some
prominent instances when your homeowner’s
insurance fails to protect you are
•	You meet an accident while riding cart and
incur medical expenses
•	Your cart slides from the trailer while driving
on the road
• Golf cart stolen
• Your driving cart injures someone
However, applying for insurance coverage for
carts has answers to these concerns and of course
peace of mind for you.
A perfect insurance policy for your cart has a lot
more to deliver and it is indeed designed to cover all your needs for protection. Also, insurance
service providers offer extended protection on the
parts of the ride like stereo or headlight by adding
riders to the policy. Some prominent coverage
types available are
•	Comprehensive Insurance Coverage - This type
of coverage typically protects your golf cart
from all types of non-collision damages. Such
coverage covers loss from the occurrence of
theft or fire. Insurance service providers offer
comprehensive coverage based on the total
price of the cart, year of the manufacture, and

The Secrets
You Do Not Know
many such cost-governing factors.
•	Collision Insurance Coverage - As the name
explains, this type of coverage protects you
during a loss due to a collision. This coverage is
good especially during instances like when you
collide with another cart or any other object
for that matter.
•	Bodily Injury Liability Coverage - This type of
coverage helps to cover the loss due to bodily
injury to another person. You may not pay
medical expenses for the person from your
pocket when you are covered with bodily injury liability insurance coverage.
•	Property Damage Liability Coverage - This type
of insurance coverage protects you when you
are responsible for payment for loss due to
accident. Damages to cars, house, or the other
person’s assets are protected by the coverage.

Ask before you sign
Insurance Coverage For Golf Carts is an important
aspect and you need to buy it with care. Well, do
not sign any document unless you ask the following questions to your insurance agent and get
satisfactory answers for the same.
•	What is ideal medical and liability coverage for
you?
•	What is the highest affordable amount you can
pay in case of loss due to theft or accident?
• What discounts are available to you?
•	What is the standard procedure for filing a
claim?
•	What is the duration required for settling a
claim?
• What add-ons or riders are available for me to
		 enhance the coverage?
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THE SOCIAL

in Instagram
and you just may see
yourself featured here

				SCENE
Golf Cart
Groups You

Custom Golf Carts

FOLLOWING ON

Club Car Crazy For Club Car Carts Only

SHOULD Be

FACEBOOK
@ewheelz.us
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Golf Car Options
Golf Carts Modified Build-Off 2020
Golf Carts Modified

@urban_buggy

@fairwaygolfbuddy

Templating A Golf Cart Enclosure
Digital templating a golf cart enclosure
with the Proliner digital measuring device
and CAD software with special functionalities for the canvas industry.
Visit our website with all product solutions for the Canvas & Textile industry:
www.prodim-systems.com

Templating A golf Cart Enclosure
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the service
Have a question? Send it to info@golfcaroptions.com

& repair hub
Is your golf car LOUD? Here are some
TROUBLESHOOTING tips and SUGGESTIONS
to make it run quieter.
A golf cart can be a quick and easy way to get
around short distances. However, they can be
fairly noisy, and so you might have wondered
how to make a gas golf cart quieter. Here’s a
quick answer:
The easiest ways to make a gas golf cart
quieter are by adding a muffler or more
insulation to the cart’s body. Before making
any modifications to your golf cart, be sure
that any noises aren’t a sign of mechanical
issues.
In this article, I’ll look at the most effective
ways to make a golf cart quieter, along with
some brief troubleshooting to identify the
cause of any suspect noises. Just be aware that
you’ll need a bit of mechanical knowledge to
make any big changes.
WHY are golf carts NOISY?
It’s probably not news to you, but all gas
engines make some kind of noise. These
noises can either come from the moving parts
in the engine, or the exhaust. Exhausts can
often amplify any engine noises, making them
one of the best locations for noise reduction
solutions.
These are the main factors that’ll affect how
much noise your gas golf cart makes:
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ENGINE SIZE
The size of a golf cart’s engine will generally
dictate how much noise it makes. Golf carts
usually have an engine between 10 and 12
horsepower, but even this small difference can
impact the noise it makes.
Obviously, a larger
engine will allow you
to travel faster, but it’ll
also make more noise.
If you’re still shopping
around then bear this
in mind if you want a
fairly quiet gold cart.
Insulation
Even though there’s
not much to a golf cart,
most will have some
kind of insulation.
You’ll probably find this
around the engine or
in the body. Obviously,
the less insulation you
have, the more noise
your golf cart will make.
Even high-quality, well-insulated golf carts will
need their insulation to change over time. It
can be damaged by heat and wear, which can
cause it to become less effective. This might be
why your golf cart is making more noise than
before.

MUFFLERS
Not all gas golf carts will come with a muffler
fitted because it’s not a legal requirement.
However, having one fitted will make a massive
difference to the amount of noise it makes,
particularly if it’s a high-quality muffler.
If you already have a muffler installed then
it might need to be replaced. Wear and
tear, such as cracks or rust, can affect how
well it works. So if your muffler looks old or
damaged, consider replacing it.
Mechanical issues
Like any other engine, golf carts can be
affected by mechanical issues. The only
difference between a golf cart engine and a
car engine is the size; they run on essentially
the same technology.
The easiest way to avoid this is with proper
servicing and maintenance. Anything from
loose connections and screws to transmission
problems can impact
how much noise your
golf cart makes.
Potential mechanical
problems
As mentioned, some
mechanical issues can
have a direct impact on
the amount of noise a
golf cart makes. If you
notice yours is making
more noise than usual,
it’ll be worth getting the
problem checked before
you start soundproofing.
These are what is
consider to be the main
problems that can affect
noise levels:
SHOCK ABSORBERS
Golf carts will have shock absorbers in their
suspension setups and these can become
damaged over time. They take a lot of stress
when in use, so pay attention to them.

If you notice any unusual noises when going
over bumps, then it could be your shock
absorbers. As these need replacing more
often than other components, don’t expect to
payloads for them.
MOTOR
All gas motors will make some kind of noise
when in use. However, new or louder noises
can be a sign of mechanical problems. Also,
newer engines will generally be quieter and
more efficient than older ones.
If you have any concerns about your engine,
take the cart to a mechanic before you start
soundproofing it. After all, the last thing you
want is to break down because you’ve blocked
out a potential problem.
TRANSMISSION
Like car engines, golf carts have a
transmission fitted. While a golf cart will run
with a broken or damaged transmission, it’ll
make things much louder and less enjoyable.
Whether you’ve had to deal with a broken
transmission before or not, you’ll know if
there are issues. Not only will your ride be
bumpy, but it’ll be much louder too.
Controller
A controller (unsurprisingly) controls how
fast your golf cart goes. Many people like to
upgrade theirs to make their carts faster, but
this can obviously, make them noisier too.
Conversely, replacing it with a smaller
controller will make the engine less powerful
but also quieter. Have your golf cart serviced
properly to ensure you know what condition
your controller is in.
Providing you look after your golf cart and
have it regularly serviced, you should be made
aware of these issues before they arise. If not,
just be sure to look into them before you start
soundproofing.
How to make a GAS golf cart QUIETER
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As mentioned, the 2 best ways to make your golf
cart quieter are adding insulation and a muffler.
I’d recommend trying both for best results
and if you’re unsure what to do then contact a
mechanic who has experience modifying golf
carts.

1. Add INSULATION to your golf cart

Both products come with easy instructions, but
follow this process:
•	Remove any old insulation and clean the area
down well to remove oil and grime.
•	Measure the relevant dimensions and cut
the mats to size, leaving a little extra for
smoothing into creases.
•	Peel the self-adhesive backing off and stick
down. Roll it into place with a hand roller.
•	Ensure all pieces are stuck down and there
are no major gaps. Also, line the hood with
sound deadening mat (my article on the best
one).

Insulation is generally an incredibly useful option
for any soundproofing project. When adding
insulation to your golf cart, it has 2 purposes:

The difference these mats can make is instantly
noticeable. They claim to offer a noise reduction
of up to 60%, which is fairly impressive.

•	Sound deadening. Limp mass is designed
to not vibrate when sound waves come
into contact with it, which stops them from
transmitting.
•	Extra mass. Sound waves are vibrations, and
so adding more mass to your cart will mean it
vibrates less.

While you can add insulation to other areas of
the golf cart, it’s not really worth it. Effective
sound insulation is best done at source, and so
putting some under your chair or the chassis will
only add extra weight.

For example, some golf cart suppliers might offer
a customization option, which many people use
to add extra soundproofing to their cart’s engine
compartment.

High-density vehicle insulation foam is perfect for
this job because it’s generally not too thick and so
can be applied in small spaces (such as a golf cart
engine compartment).
Bear in mind, however, that it might impact your
golf cart’s driving speed. While it’s unlikely you’ll
be adding tons of mass, the more you add the
slower your cart will be.

If you have concerns about this, speak to a
mechanic for more definitive information relating
to your golf cart’s make and model. However, as
these mats are used on muscle cars, it’s not very
likely your engine will catch fire.

For this project here are 2 recommend products:

2. Install a NEW MUFFLER on your golf cart

• HushMat 10400 Vehicle Damping
• Second Skin Damplifier Premium
Both of these products will be effective for this
job as it’s pretty much what they’re designed
to do. Vehicle sound deadening mats (read
my article) offer both thermal and acoustic
insulation.
They’re both made from butyl rubber, which is a
limp mass that can withstand high temperatures.
They’re both around 1mm thick, so you shouldn’t
have any problems fitting them into the engine
cabin.
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The only thing to bear in mind when adding
insulation is that you don’t trap too much of the
engine’s heat. This generally isn’t a big worry with
these products, but the more heat you insulate,
the bigger the risk of fire.
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Much of the noise produced by your golf cart’s
engine will escape through the exhaust. A muffler
is designed to combat this by dissipating the
noise. A golf cart’s muffler works in the same way
as a normal car’s muffler.
The easiest option for fitting a new muffler is to
speak to your dealer if you’ve not long owned
the cart. They should be able to provide you with
a model-specific muffler, making your life much
easier.
However, you can buy and install a muffler
yourself, but that will depend on your technical

knowledge. Some will be much easier to fit than
others. This video explains how to fit a golf cart
muffler in enough detail.

easier. Most manufacturers should list their
compatibility, but you can always do a quick
search to find the right one for your golf cart.

You’ll need to find a muffler that fits your golf
cart, but there are some generic models that can
be used on several. Here are some top picks with
links to their Amazon listing:

There are several benefits to using a rubber
snubber:
•	They’re less invasive than adding insulation or
a muffler.
•	They’re significantly less expensive than the
other options.
•	You generally don’t need loads of mechanical
knowledge to fit them.
•	They’re also really easy to replace as and
when they wear down, unlike a muffler.

•	Walker Muffler can be used on most Suzuki
golf carts
• Kohler Muffler works on most Kohler models
•	Walker Universal Muffler will fit more or less
all golf carts
There’s a pretty big market of golf cart mufflers,
so these are only real examples to help you get
an idea. Spend some time researching the best
model for your golf cart.
If you can’t find the right information, forums
are always a good place to look because you’re
probably not the first person to have this
problem!
An easier option for solving this problem is
to take your cart to a customization shop or
mechanic, as they’ll be able to advise you on
what’s the best model and should be able to fit it
for you too.
3. Opt for SOUND dampening
You’ve probably gathered by now that making
your golf cart quieter will involve some kind of
modification. However, if you’re not looking to
make drastic changes to your golf cart then there
is one more option for you.
Try something called a rubber snubber (Amazon).
These are really simple little rubber feet that
attach to the frame under the engine. Their
purpose is to act as a shock absorber for
the engine, which helps to eliminate a lot of
unnecessary noise.
Because they’re non-standard parts, most brands
will fit most models of golf carts. Unlike mufflers,
which need to be a specific size and shape, these
are generally just small rubber feet.
More than anything, this makes buying much

That said, they really won’t offer as much noise
reduction as the other options listed above but
are more convenient. It might be worth trying
some rubber snubbers before you move on to
one of the bigger options.
What if your CART is ELECTRIC?
If the noise of your gas golf cart is truly
bothering you (or more likely your neighbors),
consider upgrading to an electric golf cart. Most
importantly, they’re about the quietest option
you’ll have.
However, they’re also much cheaper to run and
quite energy efficient. Obviously, this will be a
more expensive option but is worth it if noise is a
real problem.
Some FINAL thoughts
As you can see, making a gas golf cart quieter
isn’t the most difficult job. Once you’ve confirmed
there are no issues with your golf cart, I’d
recommend adding both insulation and a muffler
for the best results.
If you don’t feel up to the task, however,
consider asking a local mechanic if they have
any suggestions for how to make your golf cart
quieter.

Have a repair tip/aritcle to share?
Send it to info@golfcaroptions.com
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GOLF
TRADE SHOW & EXPO
BRINGING THE INDUSTRY TOGETHER

Golf Cart Manufacturers | Golf Cart Dealers | Golf Cart Owners
Over the past several years the golf cart industry as a whole has been showing no signs
of slowing down. The most recent published market reports have projected a significant
uptick in revenue over the upcoming years. Taking the size of the industry, and the small
role that golf carts play in both the PGA Merchandise Show and the GIS Show there have
been numerous conversations as to why there is not a standalone golf cart trade show.
Well, we feel the same way. So much so that a group of industry leaders is aggressively
putting together an exploratory focus group to do just that. We feel there is a strong need
to bring golf cart manufacturers, parts and accessories wholesalers and retailers, and golf
car owners together, in one place. Don’t forget to join our MAIL LIST so we can keep you
updated as we move forward “Bringing The Industry Together.”

To help us get a better understanding of your interest level,
please choose a category below and take our short survey.
		

ATTENDING

I am interested in

EXHIBITING

SPONSORING

golfcarttradeshow.com
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GOLF CART MANUFACTURERS
Click the name for direct access to
each manufacturers website
ACG
Advanced EV
Aetric
AGT Electric Cars
American LandMaster
Arcimoto
Atomic Electric Vehicle
Beast
Bintelli/CitEcar
Caddyshack
Club Car
Crown Carts
Cruise Car
Ecocruise
Etech Electric Vehicle
Evolution Electric Vehicles
E-Z-GO
Garia
GEM/Polaris
HuntVE
Icon EV
Italcar
Moke America
Momentum Motorwerks
My Electric Vehicle
Pilot Car EV
SC Carts/NXT
Solorider
Spree
Star EV
Streetrod
Tomberlin
United Smart EV
Yamaha
Ziggy

Custom Golf Carts, Sales,
Services, & Accessories
WE CAN SERVICE YOUR CART ON-SITE!

Personal,
Commercial,
and Industrial
Vehicles

Tony and Dana Hallam, Owners
Matt Scheessele, General Manager
1141 E. Warrenton Road, Haubstadt, IN 47639

Phone: (812) 615-5050
Fax: (812) 615-5052
Email: Sales@CartsGoneWild.com
www.CartsGoneWild.com
Follow us:
SEPTEMBER 2020
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GOLF CAR

CHRONICLES
You have ten fingers to
use in a particular manner. Writers like me use
all ten fingers to type
out words to create
this witty and inventive
short story just for you.
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PHOTO: https://www.akumalguide.com/tours/golf-carts-2/

ATTENTION: GOLF CART/
GOLFING PEOPLE!

•	A housewife or househusband uses all ten fingers
(or less) to take care of
many family chores and
frequent child-rearing
responsibilities, and so
on.
•	A hobo person uses
whatever the number
of fingers is needed to
travel and socialize with
other persons of their
same familiar lifestyle,
and so on.
•	A dedicated hard-working health care provider
uses all ten specialized
fingers to provide physical or mental treatment,
and handle endless tasks
to serve people in need
no matter what might
happen, and so on.
•	A police organization,
its members, and each
brave police officer use
all ten fingers to maintain law and order within
a particular area/community or spheres of
activity, and so on.
•	A golf cart owner/driver
uses 5 fingers for the
following five reasons:
1.	Your pinky finger is for
a passenger and the
promise that he/she will

never find fault with your
reckless driving.
2.	Your ring finger is for
that serious time when
your spouse asks to use
your golf cart to run
some errands just when
you are leaving in ten
minutes to play golf.
3.	Your middle finger is for
rude people who give
you theirs after you run a
red light.
4.	Your pointer finger is to
pick out the kid who ate
your saved, left-over last
pizza slice.
5.	Your thumb is to show
your family that you are
okay with them giving
your golf cart a much
needed manual washing,
and so on.
•	A golfer uses 5 fingers
for the following five reasons:
1.	Your pinky finger is for a
golfing partner and the
promise you will buy the
next lunch and beer, win
or lose.
2.	Your ring finger is for
that time when you get
a call on the fourteenth
hole from your spouse

to hurry home because
your in-laws will be there
to visit in one hour.
3.	Your middle finger is for
the jerk who forgot to
yell fore after his wayward golf ball whizzed
past your head and
landed ten feet in front
of you.
4.	Your pointer finger is to
pick out a top of the line
cigar to celebrate your
first Hole-in-one golf
shot.
5.	Your thumb is to show
the rest of the world you
are going to be okay, and
so on.
The moral of this story is:
no matter how many fingers
you have or don’t have, it’s
what you do with them that
counts. That’s what life is
all about making the best of
what you have.
Please excuse me, but my 10
fingers are itching to type up
another humorous story just
for you. See you soon...Badshot Duffer alias Suzy James

The Golf Cart Chronicles By Suzy James
Series 1, 2 and 3 now
available for purchase
at www.itsnever2latebooks.com
SEPTEMBER 2020
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The Golf Cart Chronicles
A Compilation Of Humorous
Golfing/Golf Cart Short Stories

Just
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The Golf Ca
Chronicles

$5.99 ea

A humorous compilation of
golf car/golfing related
short stories
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Suzy James
itsnever2latebooks@gmail.com
www.itsnever2latebooks.com

By Suzy James

A humorous compilation of
golf car/golfing related
short stories

Suzy James
itsnever2latebooks@gmail.com
www.itsnever2latebooks.com

By Suzy James

ITSNEVER2LATEBOOKS.COM
HUMOR • COOKBOOKS • SHORT STORIES • COLORING/ACTIVITY COOKBOOKS
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weekend.warrior

How To Tips
That You Can Do
At Home

WARNING
How to Restore a GolfCart Battery With Epsom Salt

Never dispose of
battery acid in the
trash or pour it on
the ground. Check
local laws on how
to properly dispose
of your battery
acid.

Golf cart batteries are
used to give the motor
electricity. When the
motor is energized,
the cart will be able to
propel itself across the
golf course. If you have
a dead battery in your
golf cart, you are probably thinking about replacing
it. You don’t have to buy a new
battery just yet. You might be
able to revive the battery with
Epsom salt. You don’t have to
be an electronics genius to restore your battery. You can do
it yourself with little hassle.

PUT ON PROTECTIVE
GLOVES AND EYE-WEAR.
Remove the battery from your
golf cart by disconnecting the
battery terminals. Golf-cart
batteries are generally found
under the seat.

the salt is dissolved.

Slide the tip of your flathead screwdriver under the battery cell caps.
Pop off the cell caps and be careful
not to get any battery acid on you.
Use a turkey baster to remove half
of the battery acid from your battery cell. Put the acid into a glass
bottle.
Mix 8 ounces of Epsom salt with
2 quarts of distilled water. Stir the
mixture together with a spoon until

Fill the battery cells with the Epsom salt using your turkey
baster. Replace the battery cell caps.
Connect the battery to your charging station to charge the
battery. Leave the battery overnight to charge the battery.
Connect the battery to your cart and start the golf cart.
Tips
Always wear protective clothing when dealing with battery
acid.
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renew protect
Annual application • Reduce fleet costs • Prevents dry rot
Restores color • Non-toxic • Non-slip • Silicone/oil-free
Weather-proof • Exceeds OEM • Restores: Gelcoats, vinyl, tires, plastic

Before

After

Before
After

...once a year
WHEELZ Custom Carts & Accessories
service@wheelzllc.com • www.wheelzllc.com

Take Your Golf Game of Trash
Talk to a New Level and Bet on
Having Lots of Laughs
You will have a blast with your golf buddies. Simply
agree on a value for each chip before teeing off.
Golfers wan the positives and avoid the negatives.
New Grave Digger...takes you more than one shot to
get out of the sand-trap. Your shot goes into the water
- you get the water chip. Furthest from the pin on a
Par 3...gets you the Beer Chip which puts you on the
hook for a round when the Beer Cart comes by.

ONLY $19.95
FREE TEE BAG
FREE SHIPPING
Order Now!

www.vegasgolfthegame.com
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legalNEWS

Officials say the man’s leg was run over after
he jumped off a golf cart trying to avoid the
oncoming ambulance

BEAUFORT COUNTY, S.C. — A man was hospitalized for leg injuries after he was struck Tuesday
morning by an ambulance on Daufuskie Island,
according to the South Carolina Highway Patrol.
The man was riding with two others in a golf cart
on Haig Point Road just before 9 a.m. when an
ambulance responding to a call with lights and
sirens on attempted to pass the cart in a passing
zone, according to Highway Patrol spokesperson
Tyler Tidwell.
As the ambulance was attempting to pass, the
driver of the cart made a hard left and the ambulance swerved to avoid hitting the cart. The
injured man, who was sitting in the back of the
cart, jumped off the cart to avoid being hit by

SC man injured after being
hit by ambulance

the ambulance but was instead run over once he
was on the ground, Tidwell said.
The ambulance ran over the lower section of his
leg, Tidwell said.
Tidwell said the man had only minor injuries.
Beaufort County spokesperson Liz Farrell said
the man’s leg was not broken, and he was in
stable condition on Tuesday evening.
Tidwell said the man was transported by a second ambulance to Memorial University Medical
Center in Savannah.
The South Carolina Highway Patrol is investigating the incident.
Tidwell said no one involved in the crash was
cited.
SEPTEMBER 2020
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PRODUCTSHOWCASE
Golf cart products you need... want... gotta have... or dream about

GOLF CART SAFETY HANDLE
More than 15,000 people suffer injuries in
golf cart accidents every year. Children and
seniors have the greatest risk of all, making
up nearly 60% of all golf cart accidents.
Never be AFRAID of FALLING OUT of a
GOLF CART again! With the amazing New
golf cart safety handle everyone feels safe.
This simple new design can give your passengers a much higher safety and comfort
level! When that sudden left turn comes
unexpectedly, your passenger will no longer
be in fear of being thrown from the cart.
Features:
• Solid steel with rust proof coating
• One piece manufacturing
• Install & remove in less that 5 minutes
• Only a screwdriver is needed
• Won’t damage or affect your cart or seat
• Soft grip or smooth handle choices
• White, Black, Red, Blue and more
• Fits 95% of cart seats with front hinges
• Stylish look and feel

$249.00

With FREE Shipping!

* All Stainless Steel available at $115.00 Extra

Comes in two styles and multiple colors.
Custom colors available. Be the envy of your
golf cart buddies and the first to sport this
great new safety accessory. Don’t drive a
cart without one!
Also available; Heavy-duty floor mounted
safety pole with a clean food tray for your
hot dog at the 10th tee or immediate access to your cell phone or damp towels on
side-hooks. $160.00 Extra. For the complete
list of health and safety benefits please visit
www.halleyscomet.net or call 847-705-1940
for more info.
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Smooth, Comfortable Curved
Handle. Electrostatic Non
Rusting Black Paint*

Sleek, Modern Angled
Handle. Electrostatic Non
Rusting Black Paint*

WATCH THE VIDEO

Golf Cart Safety Handle
www.halleyscomet.net

Interested in becoming
a dealer? Scan QR code
above for more info.

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS!
Now Offering:
Laser Engraved Nameplates!

Exclusive dealer of RecPro® and Instamatic™ light kits.
High quality and competitively priced Basic and
Deluxe kits available for most models.
•TXT 1996-2013
•TXT 2014+
•RXV 2008-2015
•RXV 2016+

•DS
•Precedent
•G14-G22
•Drive

Same Day Shipping on Light Kits Ordered Before 2pm Eastern!

We have hard to find Marathon and G2-G9 Seats!
All Seats available in Aluminum. Starting at $299.95!

MADE IN THE USA!

•Steel Starting at $255.95
•Cushion Backers made
of Plastic - No rot
•Ship Next Business Day

Coming Soon: Chargers, Wheels and Tires, Lift Kits
www.Golfcartstuff.com

Phone: 574-333-2494
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